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The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County
United Preset International
'
In Our 86th Year
•
Selected AS A Bee All atOtilld Kentlicky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 29, I 965 Murray Population 10,100
Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXVI No. 230
Over 1,000 Still
Unaccounted For
,On Volcanic Isle
By VINCENTE MALIWANAO
TANAUAN. The Philippines gig
- Daring teams of rescue a:ulcers
landed today on the volcano island
of Taal and found only o enooknsi
era of lava. ash and mud on the
soutb shore there three sillazea
housing 1 Hie persons once stood.
1/1 , The volcano - which had lain
dormant in the center of lake Taal.
35 miles south of Manila. for hslf
• century - erupted Thassciay with
a ea/acre:ilk explosion that turned
the rutrh: into • hell of fire ;moot-
tituated with lightrOng from the
blinding tropical storm it produc-
ed
The entire southern MU of the
3 by 5 mile island mut mowed with
lava and Filipino official reported
ISeen e, 
Heard
•:. Around +
MURRAY
 000
Tw• ball games this week Murray
High plays at Bowling Oreen alt
Friday night and Murray State
11119Ma lhastern on Saturday night
Both games are at 7:30 poi
thine, suleasebils dialers eire ed.
oiled Ovt.f dee new lege moide
- redo illstars unveils their new
IP ears today and Ford and Mercury
tomorrow
Cbentsiset. Pontiac. Oidernabtle and
Cadillac follow
Desire have fixed their Mow
rooms to make it easy to VIM/ (to
new cars, so go by and take a look
(Cssitimeg On Pam Three
1 Lions Club
Bulb Sale
October 12
.;
6
•
The Murray Lions Club's an-
nual light bulb sate will be held
nn TheedilY niirht. October 12th It
warn announced today by Lon
Oarnes Dale Clayton. sale chairman.
Clacton seraphosined that • com-
mittee headed by Lion Cados
Jones leas spent a lot of time in
planrUna the routes for the sale
In an e•fort to covet the entire
city
The Murray Club has as one of
Its objet proiocta • sight °Damna-
tion program dot provides gbisses
for indigent children and other
related prognams Just reoently the
club Pledged $440000 to the Lions
rre Foundation Research Institute
to be constomited in Imulrellis. A
portion of the funds derived from
the sale of light bulbs is relied on
to finance the club's it oonaer-
nation program
AR members of the load club
will be calling on homes in the city
for the light bulb was on October
12th, Olopton said.
Western Kentudky - Manly
sunny and mild today. high 112 to
84 Partly cloudy and warmer to-
night, low 00 tit 62. Thunday most-
ly cloudy with Katt ered thunder-
*toners.
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 355. tip
02. below dam X113, no change.
Water tentpeature 74.
Barkley [lain: Headwater 336.4.
Omen 01; tallwater 302.2. up 0.2.
Sunrise 6:60, sunset 843.
Moon seta 9-36 p.m.
111111NY
more (liar. 1.000 persons still on-
accounted for The Red Cross aril
the &octal Welfare Adminietrition
said 145 bolies oere recovered and
°many persons" listed as missing
No Amelia:ma wets reported to
have been in the disaster area
The vu'cano still rumbled today
sm. spewed out steaming ash end
orris of ,smoke thousands of feet
Into the eir every five or ten min-
utes. Scientists set up a new seis-
mograph station on the island to
warn of even rooter explosions
laved at eny time
PhOlpptnes Chief Volcanologist
Arturo Aloarax ,reported'
'The southern half of the island
is completely =Med with thick
vaireno ash and mad All bosses
Owe ever. the Vii110/036 lesson,
tame buried. M. illgelefits te
burned Eruptions-hem the crater
on the soithweeesell part of the is-
itued near the leiligniore were at
wary 5 to 10 eilletee Many cload
egilmis are floating in the lake.
ffiiBa cesueltim were many but
set elmellip
Bassaae at the pellbEity of new
talischme. the pentment evacto.
sted rewrients of tqwns located on
the silisorehne or Late Ilsel. TM
thouesed• of refugees who had
;(ontinued On Page Three)
Exhibition Of Prints
To Come To Col
4sdkuassatimeori at prints. re-
presenting entire and irony as It
bes occurred in Lie pont resithme
411em through the &gm may be
ARNO at Murrsy State College be-
ginning October 5
The litte of the Print' exhibit-
Mao composed of arterial etdannt
engrsvitos. and woodcuts of such
greet Makilters as Diurnier.
Roma, and Rembrandt. may be
seen in Use Ibitalethen Hell of the
Price Doyle Tine Arts. Build.
Prints range trent lith Chaney
work te present Works such Ss
palish front Rouguit's lifiegreni
Ileries." Goys a -Disasters of War,'
and lintliwandt "David at Prayer"
can be viewed Prints may be pur-
chased from the exhibition
It will be shown from Ootober 6
through October 25 Weekday hours
are from 9 a in to 5 pm Saturday
hours are from 9 a m to 12 noon.
and from 1 p.m to 5 pin on Sun-
days. There is no ad/mutton chary,
The exhibition is on ken to the
arts divn of Murray State Cot-
tage from the Perdan and Roten
Claberies, Baltimore. Slid
Tools Are Taken From
Highway Equipment
The Sheriffsa office and State
authorities are investoriting the
dish of approximately $460 worth
of tools taken from State Highway
equipment near Lynn Grove
Pholuded in the Meet were saws,
hemmers, wrenches and non,
other nob used on the ressohinery
and equnintent of the department.
The tools were taken on Monday
night
Hatten Lovins Wins
2,000 Judgement
Hotter: bovine received • judge-
ment of 42.000 yesterday in Callo-
way Circuit Court in his civic suit
spainst Isaac and Wendell Allbrit-
ton The suit grew mg of an ac-
cident whicfh aceurred on April 19
of this year in winch the Mitten-
ten car struck the tractor on
which Lovins was riding
Lowing had entered mitt for $26,-
500 In the Jury trial he was award-
ed $3.000.
lummox MEETING
Oleo Sinn will present the pro-
gram at the Kieran, Club meeting
tomorrow night at the Southold!
Restaurant at 6:30 Miss .0onnie
Hopkins and Kent MoOnston will
be on the program. Bloth ere out-
standing young people who have
been highly active In the 4-H pro-
gram in the county.
Judge Robert Miller
Judge Miller
Speaker For
Kirksey PTA
s
--
Calloway County Judge Robett
0. 111111er sea the speaker Et the
nest ineteriap at the /Mime El.-
IMellign sows Perent-lleacher
Memisibit 'held Tatolay at 1 -211
p.m: be Me bend room of the
sebtol...
WAR talked to the group' min-
c .rning the prewesed gumMon of
the commodes mpg of moroment
tar osalemay =ty =mato
appear as the
As anew at 911/446- awn *IN
001101910119Ba Caestrdel foe. of
and disclosed the its-
the county mite
dli della dieellegiso by the group
Meng ilis tat. Mier was in-
neidageil by Mae Ray Mogen
Miniban of the program commit-
tal.
Greer gave the &coot-
. Will6 the Serlpture 'reading be-
hens Ihrvedis 3:1-7 followed
My IMP group repeating The towns
Player in unison
The president. Mrs James Tuck-
er. presided A meeting for the or-
sanitation of the Oub Smuts will
be held Friday. October 1. at seven
pm. at the school Mrs J 0Nob-
Maus and Mrs hatior Cotapion
mg" appointed to serve on a
rialigaloitter to organize a Brownie
MOP
eliedemes Undo Oliver Martha
Smith sort Jean Pennii were ap-
pended sicnit with Jina W.id 10
serve on the committee to pelln
the band room tem Will. W.
Joseph read • list of the home-
room mothers and Mrs. Harry
Potts announced that the roam
count was won by Mrs. Merle Ttadt-
er's second grade roan
The executive board was hostee1
for the social hour at the close
the meeting.
Draft Call To
Take Three
From County
•
The aerie cell tar Calloway
County for October 311 will include
three men tor trlduotion and thir-
ty men tor physical eximinsition,
awarding to Mrs Gomm Adams,
chief deck of Loral Board No 10
of the Selective Berne.
Mrs. Adams said the men will
leave for Nashville. Tenn by char-
tered boa for both induction and
the examinations Names of the
men can not be released until af-
ter they have been sworn into the
armed services
The draft call for Septoriber
was for one man who is Donald
Orne Hale. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Hale of Route Two. Home We
hes been inducted into the armed
services now. Hole was examined
for the service in July of this year
In checking with Mrs Adams
she gave the cieseissatione of Um
men registered at the draft board
U to their endue 1A, reedy for
service. 10. student in college;
11335. high school student;
teacher or essential occupation;
3A. married man with children:
1Y. limited service only: 41", un-
able for any kind of sereka; IAO,
otelleilentieus °Whiter to fleeing.
but service in other areas: 10 mn-
ecientious objector to any kind of
training.
Feature Story On James Vaughn cm
Edwards Appears In Newspaper 16...ployment At Tappan
The flowing feature Igor, en- j
-Sired in the Sozternber 15th Issue '
a'rue Daily COitonian, Clinton.
Tod. Th story al.,a featured a
caricature of the featured person,
J.:. :nes Vsughn Edwards, son of
Mrs. &ober Edwards and the late
Mr. Edwards of Koksey. The sketch
frotured Edwards at the piano
whoh emphasize., his hobby.
"Few local area, residents will fall
to re ortznize Jim Edwards from
-los cartoon chsrlaterizoonn by
wen known Terre Haute artist Jan
Berkshire, now on special amigo-
merit in Ness York City, but from
hiS vaned public appeafances
come people may not be quite
sure whether he is an evingelist.
a pianist. public speaker or retail
merchant,
"Actually. It the same Jim Ed-
wards In • variety of roles, the
principal one being as manager of
the J C Penney Company More
there This requires • great many
of ho daytime hours. but If there
I, an extra-curricular activity go-
ing on you can be sure Jim will
be in thy thick of it.
-The tall, lanky somewhat shy
Penney boes INA over operation of
the local emporium in February
1963 tine will be the firot to telt
you that Clinton tots been good to
beta For one thing he has gained
26 pounds which he badly needed
Al 6 f eel I Inch Jim presented a
sOlassthat m'or-edee appearance
to profile. -frankly, he as. skinny
as a rail, but atter two years In
the Slpsohett: Otto he now casts
a faintly discernible shadow even
standing from the aide
"In case you should ask Mr Ed-
wards where he is from, he will
more likely toll you "Murray.:lo
Emit ". Tina, however stretches
. me "411essa test Mies tor 'Ma
birthplace was Ifirewey Ito which
he deeignates as a wide spot In
the road with a business district
i.consiattng of three stores
"After attending high school in
KIrkan. Jim attended Murray
State Ooilege for • year however
for • host of reseal& all financial,
he wir. famed to bribe his tonne
 — -
Hazel Couple Will
Observe Anniversary
_
Mr. and Mrs W J Cooper of
vautei Route 011ie will celebrate
their 50 years fet married life at
their home on Sunday October 10
The Coopers were married in
Conyersville. Teem.. in 1915 by the
Justice of the Race They love re-
sided in their present community
since they were married, and have
lived on their present turn since
1905.
They have three children. Brent
Cooper. mechanic at Taylor Motors
of Murray. Evelyn Coles. employee
of 641 Slaughter Home on the
Hazel Highway. and Earl Cooper.
truck driver for Moe Light of Hop-
kinsville
The couple lass ten inancichild-
ren and four great grandchildren
AB friends and relatives are in-
vited to the Cooper's golden wedd-
ing anniversary open home to be
held at their Mime on Sunday.
October 10. from two to four pin
Three Cars Are In
Accident Yesterday
Three cars were involved in an
accident yesterday at 3.46 p.m. on
North 4th Street at Chestnut
Streets. according to Platrohnan
Morrell Phillips of the Murray Po-
lice Department.
Oars, all gong north on 4th
Street, tu the clean collision Illtre
• 1962 Chevrolet 4-cloor, driven by
Derwin linden Higirina. Route
Four. Padomh. a 1942 Mercury 4-
door, driven by Audrey Lee New-
acme of lieut. Five, Mayneld. and
a 1059 Chevrolet pickup truck, dri-
ven by Z. B Crouse of Route Two.
Murray.
Penniman Phillips said the col-
lision occurred when the Higgins
car stopped for the traffic and the
Newsome cur stopped behind him
but the Chime car's brakes failed
and he hit the Newsome car Mal-
ing it to hit the Higgins osr. Darn-
age to the Higgins car was on the
rear end and to the Newsome car
on the rear and front ends.
The Police also pave citations to
two mesons for speeding on Thee-
day.
It
'04 direct the choir Nickles loom-
NS large woe in thee days and it
3k very little persuasion 
to get
to take the baton. making him
of the youngeet professional
tans se record
It relseing and
team and sings begaisse
by 'Weete saueleittes pier heit:re
peopie's aill "bit
I Play heref MOM 19111MOMstl. "
an avid ann-chair
epornineb aneards hes few other
bonnie. Be pans • MM. but pre-
ferssot to meows scores In high
wheel he Peed beekettiall. but
Is road. Is Ist by-osier. be by-
gones - gentest to coach from
the sidelines
'One of Jun a favorite tndoor
sports in to-watching. at which he
admits being quite accomplisshed,
1Coatimaa On Page Tirol
Bro. Byler To Be
Revival Evangelist
A revival will be held at the
Nebo Baptist Church ft.'s= Septem-
ber 29 through October 6 with
tiro E Byte: as the evan-
gelist
Nebo. Kentucky is located eight
miles northweet of Madisonville on
alternate highway 41
Bro.Byter ;he former pastor
of the Memorial Baptist Church of
Murray'flueh public is invited to
attend this revisal.
Mrs. Adams Back
On Job Here
Mrs Omen Adams has returned
to her position as chief clerk of
the l. Service Local Board
No 10 alter Ming celled to Pa-
ducah on Monday due to the death
of Ms briedier-in-law. lid T. Actium.
Purters1 services were held Tues-
day at the Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah. with burial in the Mt.
Kenton Cemetery M. T Adams
died two weeks after the death
of his brother. hid Adams of Mur-
ray. also was the husband of Mn.
Guesie Adanut
Stolen Car Is
Found In Illinois
The 1965 Plymouth of Charles
Mason Blue wss recovered last
night in Morrie Cho Illinois and
Gary Herndon is being held
nearby town charged with MINN
the car on Monday nip bellinen
It 00 pm and 5 46 alb
According to the sherirre Mike
Herndon was arrested in Painbild.
Illinois and is being held there for
local authorities Gary Simpson
efes with Herndon at the lime and
Is eleo being held Both are on
prelotion
Deputy Dale Spann said he will
reborn the two to Calloway County
es goon as proper legal pipers are
completed.
-"I
WASHINGTON iTe - An in-
fluential member of the Joint Con -
gressiooal Atomic Energy Commit -
tee seid today the Atomic Enerto
Cominisalon AEC was playing a
game of charades in the potence
, ticktiah se'eotion of • site for a
$300 million etorn-ernasher
"The ABC and the testionel Aca-
detny of Science, have no inten-
tion of picking the nth!!, said the
hermoker. who asked not his Wen-
. My no, be revealed 'They will
fiddle around until January. and
then leave the actual selection up
to the joint committee."
The announced procedure is that
the National Academy of Sciences
NAB will reduce a list of 95 pos-
sible sites to a half-dozen or so.
The AEC will then make the final
selection of location for the much
caner to untimely end. This
*as in 1950
"Turning to the business world.
Young Edwards obtained a job in a
small retell chain in Murray This
*hen he approached the manager
Venture terminated rather abruptly $100 000 E
tor a ri!ae anal was summarily fir-
* instead But Jim lived to be
tnelicated. for several years later
tins sone prosomptious manager
h.m to return to the chain
d double his salary Claims AEC Playing
'His saassiglaggi with the Penney Games With Site
nv began in 1961 at Mayfield,
and later he was promoted to Foe; Atom Smasher
a-tment manager at Columbus.'
The loot move was to Owens-
) Ky. as ales and naerchandies
ma:lager. then to Clinton as
nager of the local tore
ose who have seen Jim ham-
tut a relive:vs tune on the
no 07 belting Out a spiritual as
soi9ist. with any local group of
rmonisers, or with The Not esbles
o a Terre Haute group with
cm Jim plays piano and sings
oritone model at his mot'
bsokiinstuid
beckgeound extends back
ao far its Edwards can re-
for his father was a music
uctor teaching both vocal end
rumsntal Jun was an apt Ou-
t in each category and lost his
true. status at the tender age of
firlt seems Jun's lather was dir-
egtor music for a convention be-
ing hied in the school auditorium sought project
wen • woman offered Master 
They don't dare do it that way.
James a nick', to take the podium
That project hasn't even been au-
chortled yet." the lawmaker told
United Press Iruernationel
The atom ostoseher, • 300-b0-
lion-electron-volt accelerator. 'sill
be the chief component in • high-
energy physics laboratory Com-
pletion Is fierce -for the propact
bemuse. in Ola's-es Me
or osiers it wit bake be C7c
il
Ii
w111 employ an estiested 2.000
high-ear:hid smenteste and tech-
nicians
The project' must first be author-
ised for oonstruction. however, by
the Joint CongremiOnal AtOMIC
Energy Committee After autaort-
mum, It will be eligible for con-
gresebonsl aisproptiations for fund-
tog
Film Listing Now
Made Available
A catalog, listing films and other
programs offered without charge
to groups in Murray. is available
st the Southern Bell Telephone of-
flee at eel Olive.
R. K. Carpenter. local telephone
manager. said that the catalog is
Meng mailed to all schools in the
area.
Any film land in the catalog is
available for showing to groups
here "Of course because of the
demand for scene of the more pop-
ular programs. it's beet to put In
your request as early as posibie."
Carpenter said
The catalog also list demonstra-
tions and talks, a-s well as .science
fllms and teaching aide for high
school science claws
Informative Column
Will Begin Today
-  -
"Insurance, comments on policies
and coverages" is the name of •
colurnn to be published once each
month in the Ledger and Times as
• service to readers
The column will be prepared each
month by the NIurrey-Calloway
County insurance Association
The subject will vary from col-
umn to oolurnri with the purpose
being to glorify game of the quest-
ions which arise concerning in-
surance.
Members of the Murnty-Oanovelie
County Insurance weociation are
Prase,. Moisten to Holton. OW-
loway Insurance and Real theete,
Hazel Insurance Agency. Kentucky
Perm Bureau Mutual. The tharray
Insurance Agency. Purdom-Thur-
non Insurance and Real notate,
State ?UM Insurance. Tucker
Realty and Insurance Company,
and Wilson Insurance and Real
Ditate Agency.
The first of this series of col-
umns is being published in today's
Ledger and limes
Articles and coverages efforded
under various type cif Insurance
ponies for the home and autorno-
bele
ach Week
Information Is Released By
Speakers At Lions Club Meet
Robert Yilargsn
Tigers Will
Meet Bowling
Green There
•
Murray High School will meet
one of its oldest rivals Friday night
at Western Sr admen in Bowling
Orem at 7:30
These old oasis have been Nay-
Mg for more than 25 years with
Murray having 3 Might advantage
in the won colonel.
The Purples have played' Glas-
gow. Tompkinsville. mayhem. pod
Caldwell County They lost Airs*
games by close soores and defeat-
ed Tompkinsville
Murray Ms scouted Bowling
Green in two of their games and
the scouts my. 'They have • good
teem with good personnel and the
Tigers will have to play a fine
game If they hope to win."
To date the Bowling Green op-
position has been tougher than
Murray's
Coach Holland's boys are mill
nursing some minor injuries and
bed colds, but they expert to be in
fairly good dope by Friday The-
coaches are still dieseusfied with
the Murray blocking and are pan-
ning lots of work on blocking this
week
The Tigers did not look very good
overall in the Fulton City garne
lam week but the was probably
the resitift of looking shred to the
reel tough runes that are now
coming up with Bowling Green,
Trigg. Pacitirsh Flopkinsvilie. Paris
and Port Campbell
Courts Will Decide
On Campbell Case
they wog tiny. out for a beer break
during • training miadon
The miesirm was at Cherokee
Park near Kentucky Lake which
was rented by the Army for one
week in June
But Cherokee Park is in a dry
county So Marshall County De-
puty Sheriff Joe B. Anderson
chosorni two mitheri with rolling
beer. He also confiscated 98 cases
of the brew
Park Manager Jay P Cole said
he was told by Ft Campbell of-
neer% that It was customary to dis-
tribute ref restimentz, beer included,
during such mission!
The court* apparently will have thilvervity of Kentucky The Khow-
to decide whether or not the park truinship Judge will be Dr Dudley
was a military reservation during Arnett, Exustision dpecielist In
that one week Beef Production Prinoeton, Ky.
Employment at the Murray Divo
Iston of the Tappan Compony will
reach 875 by next Monday, accord-
ing to Oohn Perfilio. plant super-
intendent. in speaking at the Mur-
ray Leone Club meeting held last
night at the Woman's Club House.
Pernik:). Bch moyer, mice presi-
dent iincl general matronet. Joe
Brunk, chief earl/tsar. and Btil
Caldweil, technical superintendent,
all from the Tappan Company.
were on the Lions Club program
L1013 Vernon Anderson introduced
Cakiwell who In turn presented the
other speakers.
The men said the payroll at the
local plant is now $100,000 per week
with a five million dollar payroll
per year. They also listed mane of
the average hourly rates.
The growth of the Mont from its
beginning in Murray in 1946 to the
present time was outlined by the
three speakers. In 1946 the Murray
plant produced 100 ranges per day
and today the plant is at its high-
est peek of production sad em-
ployment with 150.010 units this
tr smi 300,000 es
tiected next
or The pityrr-eign tern Plooduc-
Ow a new model which all be
inore economically priced LIEU year
and a model of the new one was
Oil dieplay for the members to twe
Tappan officials also told of the
expansion of the piers in the en-
amel department and the hew
storage apse now being used
AnnougilliMint was made of the
District thit =forenoon to be held
at Kentucity Dam Village October
g and 10 and that tome lag-al Lions
club members are expected to at-
tend
Lion Yandtall Wrather is work-
ing with the panning of the Perm
Clity-Parm Products meeting to be
held in Paducah October 4 with the
kickoff by Kentucky Farm Pro-
ducts Month,
4-H And FFA
Show And Sale
Next Monday
The Purchase District 4-H and
TPA Beef Shoo and Sale will be
held Monday, Coroner 4. at the
Murray lovestock Company. The
Mow sill begin at 1000 am The
sale will be held at 7 pm All ani-
mals shouid be In the yofde by 9
o'clock
The show will be open to
club members and FleA members
with Angus, Herefords. Shorthono
and croasbreede Each breed will
show separately and there will be
BENTON Ey iW - The courts two classes under each breed,
apparently will have to decide wile- namely, the light weight which le
thew • group of Pt. Campbell sold- 1000 lbs., and under and the heavy
lets were violating Mate law when weight which is 1000 Ito and ow!.
All SaitTIMIS will be placed in either
bale, red, or white ribbon groups.
Minim from the Calloway County
4-H Club will include. Ronnie
Klmbro. Johnnie G Stockdah.
Jimmy Dodeon, Oreig. Cleanup,
Debbie Calhoun, Steals un.
Janey Kelso, Allew KOOS Pet
Scott, Terrill TWwell. Micheal
Burohett. Jimmy Greer, Gary
Evens, Wade Herndon, Larry Rob-
erta, north' Robigin Randy Lee,
Ors Jane Lee. Jamie Mahan, Kerry
The judge for the riga, inn be
Dr. Roy Grey. Extendell eltecialist
hi Animal Hunbendry from the
•.•
a
-
•
4
I My nee= le Jimmie, Janie& I
Iron Ow New Oilegani 4-H Club
The will complies ing third year at
CH club wok, I *Mk [Jaunty Chown-
Mot; 111 eny Othallig MON loth I
isilorwd einedirniVaike-keinith
I Smidaet parer. • OM* omen
.printer I won an my paslors assl
cords
The to ado my third year in
cisthinr. I mode • Mat and blouse
this year and modeled it is the
Common= ark I entered it e-
king with my rased WC& in du
county fair and solt • red ribbon
This re my twist yen- It the Mane-
keeping reran I ave. taros rs.
nonat a.at the Ocenniviraty.
unty DIMS I entered • record
brae In Nib lithe
I who =tend a flower arrange-
ment at the Clem my Pan.
Won Purple Ribbon
For Rabbit Project
tally incumplete bemuse of hide
rge-- elesewason on the ors ba-
ne pope ehne foreign coins are
it it true. but moat are
common dates mid not worth touch.
even shouted they ale quite del
one Styr, be traireple, awns a.
bout an lie. Orman Perly. In
11110 there were marg. may Ger.
-Mein Straw mob automaton *-
suing Its own octal Ithiny of theee
Nang Owned Phoning colt*.Li it
impindies to be which at the Mane
coon dm weer wr cairn ablest
Ttie S. more or is Orson mos
toms a artas Emigre in 1171 Sr in
dam. thou= 11 swab Mints
elielemad to produce coins for the
gliestant plates oamplalays thr now
That it why fairs eons ombe
I. eminred by keel men dealers
vetna eon see and anribnie the can
OroPeglIS
HOW TO MAKE PROPTITI
1.1 e QUARTO:Ks • •
Pr sod new bookkg begun premium
tnoes sod arthilage on all Quitters
from 17114 to thin. Puny ILloetrand.
roes hem burble and MI •
mir bean tele wesieb resent Quart-
ers to loot be Pb' oopy rend 50e
'coin. to COEI COLLECTORS
CORNER. It EX. P 0 Box
2611 Holloagorl Calif SOCCII
Plymouth Fury Has
Many Changes To
Attract The Buyer
Plymouth Pufw ma, the mhos
leaden of the Plymouth Me. bows
appering snipe trance changes arid
engineering inneseetteis for 11111.
The, are avedeble for lb. lone
time with a high performance 440.
CVO* Mob V-9 MOW* ttluLiWild
pia dual exissurs and • low too
lir drift.
Ofter new opals include a
lalsaciping and laillat =tenni
soma six-way peer Si sdluat em
he NMI ninth type and bucket
WWW-Mliarisai iron+ wheel
j dac Mrs.
1
The entire group. alone s,:ra the
, limury type YIP. the Plymouth Bel-
vedere interies0Jate was cars. the
I compact Plymouth Valiant s andthe sporty ileidesek Plymouth Bar-
gele in Rale Thursday. Sep-
by Jeannie limPell
wee min erloney on my rabbit
probet and wen • purple ribbon.
Senor Min was ney f hot year T...0-
celled to gre a dessionsangenn I
rot a blue ribbon on my rabbk
reremboalt
I So completed • ninon" Pr*
NM. The number if praiser I have
comPlOod ci S peat% it alma 16,
"Hoiseowners"
Perhaps the one Matmence temi
most familisr to the average home-
owner is dm berm "Hioenceinwe
Policy-. Juat Mar doesa home-
owner infer sten he says he hes •
Homeowners Policy Pnendllit 91 D-
:retain on his home and pores
eons? No doubt, the neslority of
Homeowners Ineueede do not rosin
know the extent of coverage and
perils mewed spine =dr their
Homeowners Pokey.
The Homeowners eleurence pro-
h-am origami= in the early 1960's.
Prior to ghat nine. very few persons
had adequate covernge an their
homes and pennon poweesens ei-
ther es to perils or values Ito-
that of duo fact led an ineurence
compsny group to the Iloweciesnere
=cease concept.
The Plarneowners policy it a "pack-
age" whew In that It provides in
•
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one Plielkilea, coverage for • tamely this will quality for Homeowners
un Wile Swot glersonal pcnesmions. 1 coverage Theee la no InlaXallann ex
peramat likddlity and persons, med. cep; the value of the dwelling to-
ted labY=tacoluckng the Maw- aired
and of lit, household'. The above ccounents are only an
*Whim affords personal it pro. introduction to the Homeowners In-
elesteori The Boniesenews policy She surence Policy. Phibee
iambs In a hansimeter boils to go a latle tunas Into the actual ' PI)Icauth 3 Intr"Uelng
Nommamont piny. dent-ha. forum
of Housessesees policies erreeshie
to the basmSON&
nave only die poem. rather elan
dame or four, only one premeem
with one sent or complaW Maw
limn so or three. Tbie whew
oonoept results in a substantial wh-
inge far the homes" net
Not all dn./ling rroPertY it
isle for Hiumeowners protection. in
Cd-clar far a private readopt Op
qualify for Homeowners OOVINIle,
the readersoe unet be en miner-
eceupieti one or two *es* demi
e. The dam dhaletreis Use or
hew lairag andibell or NNW
apirtsamia. dash proonewee and
she widths Imam walls Ms the
11101mmatija phis la nut intandod
for em an "Pawl Poopirety" Paean
Pronerty itSNOW SW PaMse ors-
wont under • Sag PSI. -Prat-
oemen". Another qualleintaion that
to be use in order for Home-
owners proceed= to be provided
it that the amount oft ineogoanoe
provined on the dweiling must be •
minimum of $8,000 Nothing under
FIVE DAY IFOREl'AST
LOUISVILLE 6141 - The five-
rs., Eentuck,y weather outlook.
Thursday through Monday. by the
DS. Mk.: her Bureau
Tempe:.ctures will average 2 to
6 degrees lc re the normal highs
of 74 to 79 and normal kiss of 49
to 57 II will turn o.sol then grad-
ually serm up early next week
Rainfall will tow nearly ..one-
half Men as showers ohiefly on
Thursday night and Perm
NOW YOU KNOW
by Unload Prot beterarienal
In lilt, the Uni.ed States pad
11116.94 per acre to landowners when
it took the land neteonry to lay
out the capital city of Washington.
D C. according to the Congres-
sional Directory.
New VIP Hardtop
Is Added To The
1966 Plymouth Line
flea
;uxury type four door hardtop rn-
Id the VIP in its line 01 Cara
for 1966
The VIP is designed for then
oh.) ask to: the finest in equip-
ment and interior appouumenta l.
a standard sue autolnande with
exterior trim and Wen-
Uficatiou Its steelier of 119 In-
dies and length of 2091 inches sr.
the WIN as fur other standarc
sae plyier.oh care,
Esterl,s appea..ari,:e features. ex-
clusive to the VIP. are body side
mooting* with sunuieted wood-
gain inserts. new charcoal mu-
tai.ic paint not evadable In other
Plymouth cars, and casunetive VIP
naritepiate., on the erne, lower deck
panes and Getters the new mo-
on also is available with stands:a
Kr:scan/1 oo...rs Fender *ids, „in
wheel ,overt and hood-inuuoted W
LUrn .11.1...a.ora are .tandard a
vtrol covered roof as up-tonal.
It's 1966. Rise up with Dodge. Cet with the swinging cars of the year!
Ell 'AR HEIR
Why wait when your year is here! The year to snap tired old ties, to
break old buying habits. The year to really express yourself . . . with
the '66 swingers from Dodge. Different, exciting cars for people with
different, exciting tastes. Rally 'round Dodge for '66 Daft COnnet,
Potera, Monaco ... cars made to help you kick the dull driving habit
There are lots of Dodges for you to hang your personal retake on.
198 Dodge Dart SW biking about
squeezed-up compacts, when you'd rather de
something about them? Put your money when
Dart is! Unexpectedly big inside, long outside.
Si or VI power. Rise up with Dirt ! Be expansive
without being expensive.
111 Dcedges Coronet Here comes
Coconut . . . sharp, smart, sassy, the greatest
thing from Dodge since Year One. Loaded with
luxury the higher-priced cars haven't caught 3rIto
yet With a choice of five engines, designel to
Nuke the walls of Dullsvitle come tumbling
down. Get away from look-Mats, fist-cousin
tars with Coronet.
Si Deign Poisra Snap, crackle,
pop, pa Wm Om that bind. You're up and out al
tlot Yid viilk Polars. More "big" Mof • "hot." A
kit of standard extras (like a 3.83 cubic inch V8)
at no extra cost. See it now And If you're wry-
Int a big torch for a car that'll rally move you.
bring the torch along.
Every one backed by a 5-year or 50.000-mile warinty • Erre one
With these features that used to cost extra but now come standard:
Outside mirror. Padded dash. Variable speed electric windshield
wipers and washers. Backup tights Turn siiral; Tnt belts, two hard
and two rear. And lots more with Dzdge tee beautitul Rebellion on
wheels. Stu up your spirit and march to heaoqua; te s.
Stamp out cramped compacts;
get with
-, sized Daft
Dullsville falls,
Coronet rises ilk
tg, *.11° * li
Destasi 
sore"bit" in tour bit 
car;
insist on
Mom roam CHRYGLER
via morons CORDIMArlou
MON'S NOW DOOMS S TEAR MIII1411.1 MIME A50 Mtn TRAM InketARTT PROTECTS Toll: Camille Commas a .1 air tissm„. poi
pole alit 111111ths it s learaw wess is., orlieleeet own Mk nogg semi to. ray ledb pork to pew abaft it selinii and •erkielnalip mu it repined er Twin*it. lawear Udi, Gestese tairred liesises ire at Semis Waal Mew he an pert sr be: err sisramiaterwai peat is einaw site parai. bowahem my ma lams sob oneesses ass dna), both minlic err nog Nese paste Nei he eall Slarest wit row reit Wrest
116.11111311•ANIWItact : Ti. blare inielearce isertes we resere seer at verweb-dang MON win 3 orb Sr 4.001 ann, winner wail NM reply* YIPSW Only used sa dos*. dim carkwelit eir be every I Math if run it es aen ;or wary 6 sea hish wits it its rase sue it a turret MsCsandhe blarlir Des tee soli U. U nab sip el IS earn sr IOW WI weep 11114011 IMMO lie be sew prebosa
TAYLOR MOTORS inc.
303 South 4th Street
WATCH —114E 1100 HOPE CoRTSUR THEATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS Ord lost Tv
Murray, Ky,
CiliCit YOU. LOCAL MONO& 
•
•
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-
•••••••••
•
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THE LEDGER drk TIMES
111 1711LAIDIED by LEDGER a TDEES PURLOINING COMPANY. lac..
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tones, and The
Tunes-Herald, Ortooer 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942
JAM/16 C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the night to reject itay Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in ow opinion. are not tor the best in-
terest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRIMENTATIVIS: WALLACE WITMER OD., 1509
Madison Ave-, Memphis, Tenn.; Tune h Life Bldg., Now York, N.Y.;
Blepheneon Bldg., Detroit, Mich-
thawed at the Pon Office, biltervey, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Clew Metter.
SCIA-sCRIPTION ItATES: By Carrier In Murray, per week 20e, per
=on& 15g. In Ceilowey anti adjoniag counties, per yew, KM; eise-
where, MAC
"The Owilloadiag Ovie Amid ed • Cammeetry is the
Integrity at be Ilweagepar"
.•14
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED MESS INTININATIONAL
TANAUAN, Tht Philippines — Lt.u"Augusto Jardiolin, who
saw a ruler of lava from erupting Mt. Taal crush a bamboo
house...killing a family of six.
"We saw them buried alive, but we were helpless to save
them"
WASJIINGTOR — Sen Bourke B. Efickenlooper (ft.-I0Wa).
Commenting un the cooung Senate battle over "right to work"
/*Ws
"It will be the greatest tight 'Write the League of Nations."
DUNCAN, Okla — Seventeen-year-old Bert Michael Lana,
MEW being acquitted early today of attempting to kill a teen-
aged beauty queen.
"I am happy I wasn't guilty."
L0f4DON — Beatles member Jotua 1 e1112011, SOW lliarnif g
the singing group would not have to Wear t 111111161111
later this month when invested at Buckingham Si
members of the Order of the British Emplese:
"We would never have found top hate to fit over our
mope "
Ten Years tie Today
IG YELL
TIRE LEDGER & TINIER - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
The .41ssupow ,
Tbday is Wednesday. Sept 29th
the 272nd day of 19.6 with 93 to
follow
The mom ts approadaing us Lust
quarter.
The morning star is Jupiter.
The evening eters we Venus.,
Mars end Saturn.
It•Len-Ameriven physicist an-
tic° Perim was born on the day
in 1901
On use day in history
In 1719 the I.1.8 War Depart-
ment formec a resider anny with
Wie men to serse three years.
In 1918 the central powers in the
European war were begfuung to
edge= as Bulgaria signed an arm-
istice with the mike.
Zs NM, Urnit Broom began gov-
erning Palaiune under a league
of Nestions mender
In Mel, the US and Britain
agreed to send supplies to the So-
viet Drew to hag reset the Nee
wareon in World War IL
A thought for the day lettlab
Selene/at T H Huxley mid. 'If a
Wile knoeledge is dangerous.
where a the man mho he. so much
as to be out a danger?"
The 1965 corn price support Mite for Cfiratawsp Ciaglitl, la
al 67 per bushel, Q D Wilson, ellsirmsa, onany
ABC Crameartee, announced to.
The Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters Association Tenth An-
nual i3ench Mow and Field Trials will be held October 3, 4, 5,
andS at Murray under the sponsorship of the Murray Junior ;
Chamber of Commerce
Dr R. B Parsons of Murray State Coilege was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club held at the;
W'ontan's Club House He was introduced by Leen Calm. ;
Mrs. Dwain McCiard, a recent bride, was bolalled VIM
nuscellaneous shower at the home of her grandshottbee, Mrs.
Burnett Outland. —
SOCIAL SECURITY
hestins. aid Wirers
Oda ••••
1.0.41.110/ sr
A.11110•41111104.10
••••4111111.
The netames new 111441Carier.or
likaatti 1110iNsoer far the Biped.
Ohm Al19.1111110t1 to beers= sense
2.756 reeltheda of 0Mierierf
17. athesellil to Charles Whitaker.
Prier= district Social fisconty
Maneger.
-Mei el thew revidenta.- Whi-
taker mid, "wilt be social apeurill
bensfinogsa but about every me
age 11! or owe me rendleY kr ea
nee type if protection ellesUr
nest Judy
The pbui. beetemild. Petwielell 10-
O,11011011Sehiolar omens
which can be omplimmaied tat the
n v_ J byimesmee
for solleal eipmass.
suss wadi SW Ile 
Scary. and the perrammt
ty premiums of IM each.
Social Beeartty mos Etwiirime fir-
twaseeet beneficiaries. who are age
416 or own. cats do their ugh= up
by moil At weekly interests limos
leptembeithroegh resosseemors See.
diedelie end !Maraud lestire-
tee= benefit:buries as. bang mail-
ads weilicere billamplim he, sad
S pundb-cord fibillassfy
attest to wag for 4E0 iNlibmillego
kit. so Most he oen dedde Whether
or not to enroll ler the volentere
medical inagemes. The penetward
should be =ids= "Yea" or .
signed. and returned in Me pet-
age-tree weed= prodded In the
kit This a all be noidli to do for
he e asteweitteelly iplaillted for
the WOW nance Those 'un-
deeldter may dill or Sit the ear-
diewity Mee. bot in any
event. sheidd report Oen derinen
Thor g or over eles twee weak-
= under meld serillidg tb93 boor
awe bowalloo tamp SS wort.
AMU gro to the aria Security
OS.. without dory and did se
110111 if their earnings mama col-
MEM reteranar Menallbs.they
Wm weld y ler assetal Insersoor
MIK I they wish. for Moiler -
allanos
Old-Age Amsterdam beneficiaries
will also qualify for both trees of
193 uururance but will need to
WOO for both They should wait
for advuo from :he.: PtataLc AA-
sie7anee Office about bets and
When to sign up
AL others ageIS cc are: who
Imre little or no social rural
work (and who do not receive Pub-
lic Areedetwe or Social Security
Mnallin MO need to apply to
Waft he Bushe letherance They
thuds! Malt the semi Saint y Of
See Mr iidgeortian awl sametanee.
Per Meet age StImisre 1116. the
pair'Sesidhe mps on Sap-
term 111 end .41end March PC
.111116 Antra by Meet mud be
tarn brim Mall lat.
Pipic flgran • Health lawerame
card will be mailed to each abaft Was County Champ
' On Cooking Book
INSURANCE
COMMENTS
ON
POLICIES & COVERAGES
Veterans
News
Q -- Du vett mos or wohnla mu-
tog &i VA pension robs ease hare
• chaser between the current eed
the former pension lam"
A - MI veterans or deplahlinsts
of veterans coma* on VA pension
rolls on or al ter July 1. 1960. must
receive thiar pension under the
current law.
Q — Hoo main seterans boa-
psuUs doss the VA overate to
Surope
• - All VA hospitals are in CM-
1111•1111111 United States exam' the
• tbe Couolionwealth of Finn°
MOM • Uh posseasion
- How doss a veteran go aboit
sebiblithing service-connection tor
• dlieinidel
• — Make =Peed= to the
WWI= VA ifesel off= 01 Man
OMR M OM, . Mate) and swot
PrIllai that war disability
sr
mg
asgareasi Our
wirary service • or dur.
MinniMeseadeas rine-oi-duty
inTIM emestbsie
COIN
Collectors'
_.,Corner
4411•1.--
11011111tt EVEMENEOR
pereem. sewering be a whidel to
Iliapitat Insurance ,aiso goosggi
thergrance if he has so lithinib It
We be wed lifie a likm Krillo CMS.
Ws be Is langlielast
Piss me SI he MN sod Wear
may soli as early r Wave
sour before: sad so ate as lame
laletlis Mar: tam mart
Leaded weetaiwine mare deigns
about the services paid for by the
two SOW of antirant sr stril-
Se at year Marl Sonwity Ors,
US 4 ma Mrs. Parma We-
asel W9.11161.
Good Grooming Book
Won Championship
corn nowIf 
TM OWN IN TEL COMM
moo popuiwity of a columnist is
gild Men aseamined by the =runt
al mad he receives And I am bap
py to 1103, that I get • lot of. est
Mon lass— information
about a.value of coins 
which- have fewid wound the hour
I'm glad to etweer =me litters
iithen daey ere socompanied by a
eiteeddremed. eampid =riche
ese received • hater tram •
lady to • nindt limn 111thourt
Me no being plogued try • ground
hog in fa mos of oorn When ex-
amine= the merauderis soft ane
moron* the epode! emotion( stic
ny the tornel-up mod
It was a coin TRie namakonn
thought it was. 15 gold pore Too
it was an 11165 U Throe
pace wer Xustriann, sith st.st
II. I miogine diet bath she and eh!
11111111111ncl beg ace doing maw
In 
more
gligglng thee. pilot
Nis Adds
It , earanyese bow away people
WS take the time to trite • two
tif Nur wogs laser hied with
4111040191 end be.of coins end
then fail to sign a
One inch Meer twia serene cans
mad the them min Ms 
theymoth No Othogesd ameli no.
course and nit 
of
wen an Mrs to
write us with a ml al wood nem
One eihes an ihe int en Illee
Drier min an ft Mint Mark. Is
worth at limit W. maybe more
'The address-les writer faded to
stake the condition of the coo also
The letter bone a In. Ancona past.
mot.
Foreign Cahn
Many inters mons (onion cora
Thew ors vary Millatig Is sp
mane be =NIL Diverge= we se
by Jasser lama
--
by Masse Jarrett
My name la Jesnne Jarrett I ain '
hens the New Concort1 4 H auts
Tow lina opencast, no lour th Y".1
In 4.11 Club
1 was Camillo Champion In Oisil
Grooming Record Book for two
yes The first year Katie Comte
end IIse • donsanetnition
Rae Ohre- We he to en In the
Elfrairt This is my necond yew to
lib
I also gene thinoreettstiorw rat
coons end sewer and erase,
Win. aft. from Mem projects in
the mow Mr. as well us from
my illeMli Imillervernant proyeet
aloud • milk poster In the
Dairy MOM etestest see won tiret
place, a purple ribbon and $5.00
•
24 MOOLLA • ValL•But
The Fury ienes consists of IS
meant. hardtops and convertiblel
on a Illionch wheelbave and lis
lialerona on a 121-inch wheelbase
tearer ilk
All LIM Plymouth Fury cars are
safes in oletMar ligneseariee They
have a new grille, new wheel rov-
ers, and new Pen bumpers There
are attractive appearknce (fringes
In the raw quarter panels. deck
Ud and upper and lower deck
punkt
AN She new standard fret ur-
ea are eafety inner now iAtchss,
tnrreaved drum brake liningu . net
engine mounts and greater odo-
I meter- speedometer OCCUrar:,
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
a
•
•
•
I
•
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lardtop
) The
iuth Line
roduotn.g t flea
oor hardtop cat-
Is Line cd cars
signed for dune
(mastin eqinp-
appoutunents
automobile with
trim and Wen-
Obese of 119 in-
209 8 inches are
other atandara
•
Lie f,atarea. ex-
7. are body aide
Amu/abed epod-
es, chermal
satiable in other
distractive VIP
gnat. lower deck
re. liss new too-
le Meta @taming
fender MUM, A.
bood-mounted-1.
re standard. A
I.14ttlitg.'
Tar!
•
art
•
•
Irs
•
•
Sea
NAM
HIM
WSW
tom-
soy 54
gown
•
'se
0
•
S.
•
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Imperial To Have
New Interiors,
Seating Arrangement
imperial for 1963, tenth in the
modern series of luxury cars bear-
ne the Imeprial natw.. his new
interiors with seating arrangements
exclusive among cbmisitic produc-
tion cars
Imperial also NO exterior atyl-
rag changes. front and rear: a new
440 cubic inch dispLeceneent engine
and engineering refinements con-
tributing to mm it h71 riding
quletnew nil etan'art The luxury
car mikes Is Mttal showroom so-
, pearaneeon Thursdoy. Beptember
30
A new helves in foor-dror mo-
de's is a trent eeet thlt leek; like
• ecnventienel ben•h-tcpe "-at bat
actuelle ie made im of two com-
pletely intlenendent welts, each
eatupped with Vs min center arm
rest. s•et trick and seat aljust-
ing mc-hanism. The presenters
Eat has a reclining back, with an
Jaistepticrnal heel rest.
w -This represents a major inter-
ior &snail advance in comfort as
well as attrectiveness," seal P. N.
Buckaninster. general m inager of
the Chrysler-Plymouth Dfirlikat
it is standard In our four-door
etodels Up to nos, this type of ar-
rangement has been available on-
ly ctuitom-built imported luxury
•Sewing Is Favorite
Project Of Ellen
by Eike Watson
I have been mewing since I sem
.about four or the years old so It
was only muerte for ow to woe
sewing s-hen I became a LH club
rnernber The tile step was His
apron then the dint: twat the skirt
sr and Mouse. and Itwn the newt Mini
The fifth step mil May Mathes mid
that ewe my ganisct for OM year. --
/ made a puke of nautical pilot Bet Cartieniar Mare the beet way
sailcloth mid randy two pairs of to talk on a telephone ue to Put
!Starts to go- M111111,7T ninludgiid 121R-rteeiver Iirmir =Banat your
the Junior Milan Miami= at mr and hold the nundelPieee no
the Erma Moue Mt MOW Mg ISOM than three fourths of an inch
muneres on TV. II made 13 albs from  Youz mouth
artieies in my eleether project ebb
rear Prom my retried I ma Judged
county and District Junior Cloth-
trie Chempion
We had a nice pintim the' year.
Therefore my elbw molest um
twinning. I began the mew IS IMO-
nine raemberviee Thee thilsaied
screen Inane, men. peas benla isf-
rots. sweet peppers. bight beam.
mid &Wk. Al ttinthie I dinned
271 quarts of !nig and reeetabbst
skew or with help. I lammed to
I- sbe mew bath tor soid trona
cud the pregame canner for mi.
etabeer I exhibited my canning at
the county. district. end state faint
Yew Judged County mid Distriet
T' :mar Chatnpkin In canning
-SEEN HEARD . . . EATURE STORY . .
(Continued From Page Owe)
'the Murray actonrbile dea,ers re-
prrtent some cf the finest dealers
In the state and unielly can get
whatever the customer wants.
We dare my that local dealer's have
as much or more pride in their
-p-edirfs than most dealers
The Lodger ar.d Times. in an ef-
fort to serve these dealers more,
re:old e":n7i' ete service as far as
purr ire rc--erned
Thly es, dentrnstretel in tally's
uIi peter ads for Taylor MOVII'S.
C.raysfer 'ors fix the ad for Delee,
e'r !er, were no m7ts or pictures
:
Wind do we do? We go dawn, take
• p'eture of the eetuel car. des lap
the film. college the photorraytt
Blake the rat anl pint it in todlys
paper Thls is all done with our
own facilities.
Just a little bragging there but you
just can't dispute facts.
Of team' this same service Is
available to all cdverttsers.
Automotive Project
Favorite Project
by David W- anes
The meet interesting eredeothi
my 4-H wort his been the autocue-
We prole* Is thls project I have
cinched about the care and main-
tenance of a ear I have telt ',-
cords xi my car amens aid bane
learned to do SOME of the mon
en my oar I have been Coons%
Senior fleareplon in the Autarmenv
Project for the met two ware
My Oha.r project for 1965 wise the
• Leaor Proiselt Mv Labor Mooed cot
erect the four summer MOIttit. DU!'
Ins this time T have broken around
and Meted for Phtitner. Cleined
fence roan mail helped put up nee
fences worked In timber. hoed.
sprayed mitt out tobaccin: end I
aro now matithe and spatting pans
T'he year was the first tine I held
ever operated a comber or mod
a power saw. I hive mach a wort
roore satire I repair and oserhoul
• voik11 inetres, My labor record was
kidged Ow daunt,' and Dania Sen-
ior Chmenpion and hes now been
aent to trie-120111P ter judging
Photography Drew
Interest Of Darrell
ay Darrell Crawford
This ma my find year in Oa
•taititionf. 7 book It become I
eel to leals to take pictures
with a
tow*ets math a itemmte
Hawk* orehini arif a Effarflex cam-
era The Startles hen a "Wet level
viewer. The Tootteve owners 5.5w
3 way focus tow chwenum, grouPs,
and scenes
Our photography project group
titer • ined trip In March We toon
• Ointurva of animas. Inter in the
month we Inn and studied rendle.
We talked about gaol badignishill
and bad COM lent of mini IRMO
not tbe soda vs twat .ffaissace
• micAhiekao-owain). -
nom brink Matures of our
Community Rally I have learned
that the beet pictures *ea people
doing things.
I have learned many things in
• 4-11 that will be worth Mille.
CLASSIFIED
Pt
xh.cos
We got a little off the subject, but
'what we meant to say Is to mate
it a point to vislt the automobile
dealer shownarlirs around hem.
They have gone to a lot of effort
to bring the best to Murray Folks
should go and visit whether they'
'plan to buy or not
— --
State Highway crews on the job on
the court square resterley and to-
day re-striping the parking ianes
---
ivegybedy can give I' hooray for
Tappan They are providing Jobs
for 1115 local men and semen
tops and eonvertibks and • 117-in.
wheelhase ior station wagons, is
one of 4 series of 1966 Plymouth
cars, providing complete coverage
of the low price field.
"In 1965, we made Plymouth
fully competitive, model for
model, with other volume pro-
ducers in the low price field,"
said P. N. Buckminner, general
mow of the Chrysler- Plym-
mit DivitSon. 1986, we are
11111161819--Majwit changes in the
ianefiliodiant Belvedere series.
Their new styling, new safely
lisateres and the new optional
hard engine are among the at-
tractions that will widen Plym-
outh's appeal in the volume see-
thing eif the market."
LAMM AND LOWER Look
Belvidere cars have fully ord.
lined bodies with curved glen
whims and new body lines
which make them look longer and
lower than 1965 Belvedere ears.
One of the 1966 safety features
Is • new type of Inside door
handle shaped like the familiar
buckle of • seat safety bell It 121
integrated with the arm rem and
lies fiat on the door panel. The
handle is exceptionally easy to
operate and at the same time re-
duces the possibility of occidental
door opening.
Other safety features Include
new, more efficient parallel wind..
shield wipers, new windshields
with less curvature at the outer
extremities, new power brake
boosters providing an improved
pedal "feel," and new, thicker
secondary brake shoe lining'.
INTIM* MATURED
Oulstaullog lathier features
'Me ibeinnent panels
lierriti  models and now shell-type
Of mine for theme folio lobe yell
into the telephone. you can move
the rece.ver away for enough to
keep from hurting your eardrum&
Smoke,. &do
PLEA/IR—la ems=
ALL Imo Ma
--
(Continued From Pace One)
end. with the prison* of color has
be,enne an even more ardent de-
vele. in feet. he net a new color
set the ether chicon a ten day fret-
trial bssis and now steadfastly re-
fuses to part with it.
"Ms local affiliations include be-
ing a member of the Chamber of
rennmerce,' is a member of the
board of clinsatore ns the Clintrn
Jevree., r,sce.s.lne their ettettn71.; ..th .
1
 e4 ‘ersece avrend het ere, and has
stetv•ot to ver.nos civic coneritt•e.,
He wag en so 7t tve metreYee of lb ,
Plitbl'e Library Pond Riming Con-
nit"ee Act 'ne a• refs !der of cere-
ninnies' en seven,' oc-ii&-.o. tee be -
nines to the Pin, rtereiet C`vi--'7
''ii ,s so e•eletant &Milt' F3•••1 -'
sp.' otirr
-The weicsree Comely living In
Feirview. inesintse his wife .17-an
Workman ledwards •whlarn he be-
ran fisting when both were seniors
..n Kiltscv High Eichaol and two
children. Jeff. 9 and Jeanne. 5.
h'-th born in Owensbera. Ey The
daughter. Jeanie". Vaughn, was
named after both parents. Jelin
and James Vaughn Edwards, which_
Jib' saes is only fair absce it was
a combined effort. Wii-inother also
HT" with "if 41091W9 Ed
wardses
here since his father died in 1947
"In the above drawing the Car-
toonist has realistically captured
Ades engaging grin, but the Beet-
hoven bust seems to indicate the
planist may have become a bit
over-sialaus in his oroas-anned
technique Perhaps Beethorn just
doesn't appreciate spirituals.
5VER 1,000 . . .
(Osatiareid From Page One)
sought shenet there were moved
again to 'either arena at least SOS
to 1.000 feet above us level
Hire. Oen. Plaviano Olivares.
chief of the Philippine Onerabu-
lary national ponce, reported ear-
lier that 300 persona were °Moony
hated as killed but later said this
figure was only an estimate An
estimated 3.000 died in the last
eruption in 1911
Moot of the known victims
drowned in a despertse attempt to
cram the lake before brass engulfed
whole villages on the volcanic IS-
land
Juan Encarnacion. 36 told of
watching his a :le and five child-
ren drown In the boiling lake where
they weee-weallowect up and tos-
sed about hke toys
Inciarteecto mid lets family %Ms
aboard one of Au inotorboats which
awaited during a race for safe( y
from Voloano Island to the lake
shore. He made it by clinging to a
piece of driftwood
"Illeading light and oantinuoue
lightntrig prevemed me freer doing I
anything," Encarnacion said Each
boat carried between 20 and 40
moons
Other eurvivors told of watching
entire families being buried ally*
by streams of oozing lava and
muck which spewed from the Mt.
Taal crater
1966 Belvedere Has Completely New
Appearance ew 426 Hemi Engine
Plymouth has a pled), new series of Belvedere
intermediate site cars in six body types and eighteen
models for 1966.
They have a wholly new appearance, major "chassis
improvements and a wide range of new optional equip-
ment. A production version of the famous 426-cubic inch
=Ilia eland.bead V-8 engine used in racing will be
The Belvedere series, with •
116-in. wheelbase for sedans. hard- design bucket seats for Plymouth
Satellite two-door hardtops and
convertibles. The new seats have
wider seat cushions and higher
seat backs than in 1965.
A new floor console for Satellite
cars acoonwoodates selector levers
for either the automatic or four-
Speed menus! franeminton. Thera
is • storage compartment with a
side opening as an integral part of
the new console.
NEW MSG MGM
A new 426 cubic inch hernl-
combustion chamber
nerrnai e gine Min be available in
Plymouth Belvedere cars with
manual 4-speed transmission In
mid-November, said in automatic
transmission cars in January.
The production hemi engine has
a 1023.1 compression ratio, two
tandem mounted four-barrel car-
buretors, provision for carburetor
heat in the warm-up period, dual
exhausts with mufflers and valve
timing suitable for normal driving.
The standard V-11 engine in
Plymouth Belvedere series cars
has 273-cubic inches displacement
with a two-barrel carburetor.
Other options are 318 and 381-
cubic inch V-115 using regular fuel
and a high performance version,
of the 383-cubic inch V-8 with •
four-barrel carburetor and dual
exhausts, using premians fad.
SIX BOOT STYLES
The six body types in the Bel-
Indere series are • two-door
sedan, two-door hardtop, con-
vertible, four-door sedan, two-
seat station wagon and three-mat
station wagon. All body types are
available with stx-cylinder or V-8
engines. The Satellite two-door
hardtop and convertible deluxe
cars of the series are available
only with V-2 engines.
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Chuck Roast lb. 49c 6(59c
"IKE
d';'und Beef lb. 29c
Boston Butt
PORK ROAST .H
 SMUT'S PREMIUM
lb 39t einers
PORK STEAK__ it, 49` 39c 
FROZEN FOODS
ORANGE JUICEErost, Acres — 12-ox.29
PIZZA Extra Large 79#
OCEAN CATFISH  55`
CREAM PIES _ _ _ 29'
PIE CRUST SHELLS 29'
SWIFYS PREMIUM
Bacon
OW lb.
PACE THREP
F41 • 11' • 11 "In
IiiJ1 ,; Kin " tJe
_ "s
" „ ,TE.".1(. • - - - LH. 99c
RIB STEAK - - - - LB. 79`
iYERS lb. 2.5c
11ELD'S SMOKED
RIVERSIDE SLICED
Bacon
59‘ lb.
4
Sausage
59c lb.
PRODUCE
TGRAPES
AY
UP lb.
CABBAGE
51h.
CAUL111110. _
YELLOW ONIONS 
LEMONS
3
head 29
bs 19
dor 19'
HONEY DEW MELONS 49'
POTATOES Red or White---- 1 0 Lbs 39
38-0z.
58e
One
Pound 69`
BIG TOP - IT-Ounces
Peanut Butter 33c
Marth; Vi hite
"LOUR 5 lbs. 49'
3REO COOKIES _ _ _ _ 1-lb. 39'
NORTHERN BEANS 3 25'
'ridi of Illinois
7.:ORN 2 25'
!CHICKEN NOODLE
SOUP L cans 33c
CHASE & SANBORN INST1NT - 4-02.
COFFEE
.Ve Pick Sweet - 32-oz
liCKLES 
59c -r. 
I
ed 7-01*
'OLVES 
35'
39'
Prit'e t.f Ill. - No. I ran
ASPARAGUS 
Velveeta
CHEESE _
SNIDER'S TOMATO - 14-Ounces1
19.
_ 2 lbs. 79'
CATSUP 15c
MIRACLE WHIP - Quart
Salad Dressing 49c
12 for 29'
DOG FOOD - $1.89 1 
JUMBO PIES 
MARSHMALLOWS _ _ _ 19'
Curti' - 1-11)
TOPS 25-lbs.
Del Monte Evaporated - 11-es.
__ '39'
Del Monte - 16-oz.
PRAJNES 29'
SWANSDOWN - White. Yellow, Devil FoodI
CAKE MIX
Del Monte Crushed
PINEAPPLE
No. 2 can
American Beauty - 46-ox.
TOMATO JUICE  29'
Flavor-Kist - 1 -lb
CRACKERS_ ___ 29°
25(
VAN CAMP
Jack Mackrel 19(
Van Camp
VIENNA SAUSAGE 
Red Crown
POTTED MEAT 3/25*
SIMILAC 2 for 49'
Ilcrehey‘ -
COCOA _ _
EAGLE BRAND 
MILK
_ 49' ICE MILK
Gallons
3 for $1
can 33c1
Bakers
CHOCOLATE 39*
JELL-O 3 29e
JOHNSON'S
Fine Foods
For Fine Folks
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
• LIMIT QUANTITIES
-Are.
1
5-41, 5oe.a
•
•
. • e
• pa, .^••••.
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Killebrew's Hit Racers MeetEastern Here
ProvesHe'sWell, On Saturday
trim& are sabring Imes, thee timing psis= ague mugur
ever. ether Teethe dames like Med Bed
Ncendeny Iwould have thin it aura Jam/ Aallalk DIM arlahlarr FOR
ntheiggiels he In • rneweethee Thar °NM 
lawrdki kiIth-
fliedi chdn't seen prover a We- I Malt
tory for the Iimentan League chide 
thee Straight
pionit I Ketebnewie ham kayoed Meth
What Mid the t* do. 
ded Med Wady thither In the RIM lied we DOA Peelleure 
the
bens run king Hermon Killebrew, , bal 
-5- elfftwerwwoe. die league "
morgurug ruffinumfg fur_ i Pell thloomeiba for the het 1 1-3 
The how to Auetin retie Plie die
am gm, af rur sum he mu,Ream Ramon drove in f°W-lf•aue 1066 tc. EaSt
Vet out at de park. 
T.
tere Dellisiore nem The victom ha's •13°La ehnanateel taa 11.101
By GEORGE C. laLNGFORD the eaci monde be me aut of the
CPI Sorts Writer dethlfig
I 10111thiew giblet account dreity
Jim ore he and sudden* thhattel im sonsums ussusess
eofw.5 hi*" for • Wurla 111111. beit with the OM In the MO. de
• The Neurray State Thorough-
hreds. beaten ia their fine tee
gum el the ye*. ed play Mat-
es RAMO Otherthy aide et
Wedge seri Arnow Omsk Dan
gbellem gays the demons we the
thet legerimed testri in the me-
feed*
"Well oterithity nen to play bet-
ter thin we dld last Saturcley. If
wit eilleset be beet lines- Stmilese
• 1 dint wed le tide thy-
• fiene AVM Pam - they
Nth be se drew as ethane to the
thigee - tut I it dent we
Owl ap at par egerimitthas
'We didn't ibe the othort
iseeild Mr ore were MIR In ale
a gb. she Timm. tour., defilk frisaug. mg am Num. mg. ;Msg. width dimeatierellis Ith
imbeetw. or the tett moon um mr „sub unmog fur uu or. from any chance at the OW
Mimic Sim thele peced to ' 17113r dub recwl- 
, cistrinmon.shlp However, they have
Tains. snow Tusessy mos imam ; Joe axem. the 111-yeseold fret • ealnev v° even Mee. 0011/0,1000
isigmmu mum gm nra hum choice al the Wansunoo Benstars moped 
hehlre PlaYing Mr ant
▪ mm Jut,. 21 /a, gem uf in lid free agent Melt this summer 
i111111-leseue opixinent ?Wowing
=Mew tratthe wound the ems lad a alga scam' Facaar WM threw IA. Eaa'ern 
"me theY 1'111 Oar
was done le tolhailhil Mai se
the TM penned. dieting victory
i-uuday
23rd He
Test ma the 211rd mickeggier
for Killebrew. the AL thaw gun
champ Sr lie pite three sems.
wtau reerned tu Meer-ea doe- Briaa &labial lank* Law, °mai
drove In dm me to pace the A's
• jue a week ego after being rede-
Illeed seven mks with • dasiceeted zalaalcar vallarr
latelnos. lbr humor groduned the Jaa !kitbag' axaal • ta1°-vun
Tiles caily runs se they Mel le alrbillaarallaa 
Wilde Oh Woe the Tip
ges rggegorg geenno, gym Dm. i back Cherie Torre* leads in rush-
thitencre 4-2 
ocimpireaw the AL camthed st%ter's 11.1k tame home run 113 ra
ni' le 33 eteemPell
suu yers 6.3; wsmumum wen dse opener far OM Meth IlLan. filme 
iii„..71C John
murmur, the mu* Ids fur um caught 10 plums Mt. Watamr
RNA gm den Ine the mthemp •
Oth them 44 asal Chem Jakal Nv/aLl 
Kam"' Wtima 114 4.41*
everaged Omer deeds eed
ORM 44 in 11 mom is t
herow.
moms swim imam su the noon Itheity Oteolloo hg. his 21th bodes W 1411/ 
rhirrilelerde
run wtth two on in Ate ClIcis inner 12 Fan"
ter du beam Illoali ~ere Wed, • t • 4' r 
his Iiitat gme with relief from Len
lielge4Rin let the eighth R.cre Re- Chrysler Cars Forpos Med his 12th bore osn svith
Wm theme cm bre fur en. 1966 Are New From
Tenths.
California relied In the eighth 
Front To Rear
dthmed Kam Cite 21 In the sillaar, nlaa eala •wd aha •
F• "47 
Woe
10 
to or „
for
mews 44. chugarhoi chrre Box. tong gru mumr mem 110 yang and 2 toucladmis and 
baa
by the mime me In the nightem
Ens TM home run minction
hi en eleirply anew Killebrew wee
Ordered Aug 2 ei • mem] at Mt
bees with Rum Wed* or DAR
MM. The Twins, who averaged et
ROB 30 hems pre Mean
Mares me MIMI. had
aildilage crop -,e IS •Irelh,
English
feather*
teepees! kw HOME arm
re A Vet AU.1*POIPIE
liati
t• lama formal Melo "Was efill
eaallaale
*SAW sio•
ALL et)11901SE terh001.1wriked
net oo$ame its.we em to,
BELK'S
IMMO ego. meth • Mudd( debit
In the mayore paching a erachin
Im again* the Athletes. Colman
burial WM bed ler one Si ming
itreith end did not drie up a run
geo were ault in the nirth
With when De* Omen and Bill
Tin Ples
their
Mee 
for eme unearned runs cm • alethe.1
as 41/1114, 64:411 three wade to bed
  Dam therehend. enaking hos first
Sleet since piciteng a nnaither
' gam Cleveland 13 days sam Ed-*#
Karigiathck are Jilm ?rem bows.
-red for the Aware
Bowli ng
Amerima Jamie iseding Comm
COCA-COLA LLAG VI
TIMM W. L.
Blue Diem! •
=Bs S I
lades 4 2
BMWs gland  3 3
2 4
Sloops or Setedections 1 5
0•Alny Oda
MA TIM M, Gam
awe Duman& 
MO!
led
Cr Sthithmeisesi 1189
Rile ed. 3 dames
Germ Ifitranth    dB
Pied.eel drib
Wee Iluelteen  411
lade lad. Game
Lyres dim* 
Lynn etteetet 
thamilt 
225
1110
Id
14orebead there. before depleg
University of Tennessee Martin
Branch.
The Racers me tout of the
AuKln PCS-N. rah* in toed theeksal
conittion suffering only a few me-
rge memos. ail d Much Mid
be beard by Ilaterday
After ten games, quarterback To-
by Thommon is railing the team
m mere omit 17 eompietices in
32 attempts for 1th yards. Quarter-
ethydir 1111thleger care new
hem bath le tear far 11146. ante
their demise showrom
Temesee.
They bare more powerful eitr-
thee opliede. new Interior senin
erraimmilats. tiew equipment op-
time gild iderier separate Mai-
m WOW for the tour Was
W infite the 19111 -
theft Sew Tenure. the IMF
Ms. the economical liedgere sed
• tie' Worn inn Osenne, amen
ad moms
The met chenied in appears**.
of WM Chryslers is the damneder
Id series The 300 tom-door MI-
tep has a new roof with a ridded
rear irtnelow A new hood. liew
front bumper wragetheend tail-
lights and bumper4eglellid front
Pere and turn WM dins hem
the NOP ere Juildres of
the 389 series. COrpore Me in
the mores-type car omelmt
dew thelpment MOM include
power beet wheei dic troikas, an
adjustebie tilting and telescoping
steering Mel and a rear seat our
and beet Oplism.
brisket sods of a °demister new
design with po13-clown renter arm
PINY an slineard in some models
and Width in others They are
Mar. bra MORI- aget backs and
provide mid rear seat entry and
exit ream fer two-door models than
the bertha sew to de cars In-
tegral heed rests of a new more
ettraothe deign are optional
•Iha. 4 II ...••••& -
•••••
Bogs 8 through 13!!!
STILL TIME TO BE A WINNER!
ENTER
PUNT, PASS
& KICK
TODAY!
sellr Warntip kackets' Helmets! rombalis, (lot&
Wive or breeze teethes! PLUS ar, all expense-
paid hip to sn fort gerne with yeur dad M40
-lour Of Chernesens- to WasMniften. D C and
In the eirsnuel NC Pry Off Bowl game in Mien*
Fiend. (with both mom and dad).
DE7 Mr A bent, of pelting, reesini place-
kici-ng tips written by top NFL •oiserts Atm,
en attest-eve Peek neespel
rou must be accompanied by $ pureed Of
lege guardian to nig*** Regletretion doges
October 84
HURRY! BRING YOUR DAD TODAY! GET FULL DETAILS AT...
PARKER MOTORS
pew ki•TS illgib-iniceelog release of a piste lespl
theedeg the Janededittad boots belonging to a paratrooper
eif the U.S. 101.4 Abberne Deirdre in VW Nara and width
1Ia "Mt In ead di weeks, new Jungle boots (Inwer) are
brag tthesd. The are boota have deep -cleated, area Illeided
megieggesa melee; remeribr spike Meant, Inethe (la
hale from armed byes., of mann semen table co.
aggegga le 1 pewele egromed, stainless steel sheet: and drain
to he ast water end provide protection against entry
01 Issdess and 'Mete Defense Department photo.
Proclamation
WHEREAS the future streritth
and widere of our Varian nets
!nth the Peen Wide 1de, ere
ithdation sisd teeth
di in car maid gissiens: and
dm ilememde of mod
ara ballmology gswe bensme arch
as Ms irpd.e Isatimarely Matey
111.111 at edundisill allimmenton
Rd Mt of Armed* IFeletars: or
WHEREAS or 9aS trent or She
the 5 W has begun end
Amp numbers of American 'moths
seCtoing a decithei as So *be
the to return to the cheem;
11,11ERLAS Abe Prehident01 the
Diellith Suites hes announoed a roe
liergillgs Youth Opportune, Chini-
Pilth • reeurn America* peewit
Pleb be mind dn. gell
WOW. TTORIRPORK I Thane
MAL lidegor. lie berein cMeliele
Or preview MUM arst the Wens.
Isbar. 01v. W relliMous
ef thriffiefr to support Gm
lAnnhiggls Opportunilly Ode
gym and dart whatever gelloinse
!they ems in vehement; our yang**
mom be mind doe fell
' In eillidele Whined I bides heed
unto wet ray bend and snd of of-
elos. Rift the Ito day of Begitembir.
leilmea Rills
Meow Or of Muirey.
PC.ecit miry
BRATTLi - Seethe 0o. de-
nounced it her booked MSC" id-
boo in new orders for commeitial
airiness from Amenced
and iaatern Air Linea in 111111410
to Its recent big orders for isigellre
hencopues The American elthed
oiler was for 52 planes thid
Wit eithon. Antereari skie Ithe 40
tronn-englne Brussh jet ditheild
ma order.
Plymouth Barracuda
Has New Styling, .
And New Features
The Felmouth Berracuda. the
sporty taatbeck entry ir. the com-
pact car market with sew mytiog
feet,u-es and a We Plade of per-
formance equipment in HIM goes
or. sale Thursday. Elepredier 30
11 t-intir.ues to be edger vey a
-4:10of hardtop fasited It hes
• re bold gr.,le dem and a
new instrument pond Mear with
features that have • medal ap-
peal to perfcrinamitheded =tor-
ten
New medallicna tenet the ag-
gressive se:t water fah for which
ii was named
There are new forrider-mourry• •
turri talhostors and era- p.
bucket MOM Tb- trisector trim
a exclusive to the Plymouth Bor
mans.
American League
R. L. Pee GB
thesectia - 99 te S27 -
Bidthnore - 93 04 tie 6
Clew  12 el 579 7.s
Dona  87 72 ,547 12;2
Clereeland - 44 13 .635 14ks
dew Tort - 75 114 472 34ts
Clethorrea - 74 16 .486 Wes
Wasidniton -u Se 430 31
Himeon 61 M .314 311n
Rims ClitY - 819 OR .373 40
it-Ctiothed penned
Tuesday's Resale
Catharine 4 Boston 3
WWI 6 KC. 1 In. tendletst
RIC II With 6. ditt, testi
Cht 4 Dot 3. he. 11 ines Motailight
Domed 4 CMgo & thd. *Ohl
Cleveleind 6 New Yost 3 eight
Delmore 4 timii 2. debt
Weilesailay's Preeskie Filthers
California at Booboo - Newnan
14.16 as Wirth 1244.
ellineesola Hathinere night -
Om 264 as. Berber 14S.
elms Crty sit Washimegn night
--deg* 6-14 vs, Them 04.
Neis Tort et Ciewidend night -
Besiton 4-15 vs. McDowell WM
(Only mien athetheadi
ihorsday's Gam
Mamie et lisiteniare might
MEW mine acencluledi
Pleglemi Liam
W. L. Pet, GB
Leasnepius  93 04 .5fie -
Slielltancisco id 05 Aid 1
Clixemitt41 Ole Jel 6
Weediunth - - 86 '72 544 7%
Mlisnarkse - 84 73 636 9
Inuidelplea - 81 76 516 12
at Louis - '16 OD 7 14%
 72 86 .466 31%
Ruustan - - 64 93 410 W
New York - 50 1011 .316 Die
Taseday's
New Yost 1 Purgh 0 12 tire
elge. night
Chicago 3 Mthaddphia 1. lied
heitimidet 7 Houton I, night
Los Angles 2 Cardona* 1 12 Inn-
inlia night
Ilk Louis 9 On Brandi= 1. night
Wednesday's Probable Pitchers
Petsbursti at New York - Mend
8.12 ss Herne 24.
Cricsnesiu et Las Meths birt
ids - Maloney 2118 Va. Kodex
3114.
he Louis at San Prencrego -0th-
12-12 vs. Maw 244.
Chicago ditht -
/Landry 4.4 as Cislp 1.3-10
Milwaukee se Hutionn debt -
ham VOW va Lanuate
lbseeday's Gimm•
Cinainnestat On Presichoo
81., Louis et Houstion, nide
Mitimunse et Ids Angeles. night
(Only mem scheduled)
Plymeoth Barrocestbe perform
ince eglipdent includes sane op
pons aide awailthie dieing the
sourer ed Or led Mel year In
ended gleinIttles They are In full
production ter
They Include front aire disc
testae with or without • poen'
barter: fee ratki minuet steering
lInd the fennel' 8 padmite ma- j
Maine at the Otenomeells 273 W-SI
enithe with $ tevr-herrei serbore-
ter. • heavy air simpoisa sys-
tem. eadiomeetar ems MAW, gauge
wide nig 411.4adi Molds watt Phis
etreok illoipelitien Ores.
A letheader 01 thithell with
-41 arsidses. Mat oil-deleithe lamp
mobs= the earning light In Mil
inollste. These is • vacuum image
to dm Or • not have the sp.
tiallei lashometer A tr:p 04 'mo-
lter a illovc box bock art. other
Widilles el the new instrumint ,
CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
and
Wale at 6th - Murray. -Ms.
Phone 753-5862
* SPECIALS *
1959
PONTIAC
( ON V T
1695.00
We give S&H Green
Stamps with ALL
Cam!
Also . . .
A GOOT) SELECTION
OF OMER USED CARS
(Limit 5,080 fumes)
NORTHENS
Going Out Of Business Sale
PRICES FURTHER REDUCED!!
All Merchandise Must Be Sold
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT THESE LOW POKES
Johnson's Homer
Beats Reds 2
Dodgers Lead NI
By PRLD DOWN
UP! Sports Writer
The long rued this took Ida
Johnson an • dower Journey to It
minor league cities his brouget the
=Yew did vathitund of the km-
burger circuit sied toe Las Anodes
Dodgem to within a few aerldet_or
Or Nationsi lasesie nreseine.
An obicured WOE am ante*
the 1.Amigar poprais..kbasoon etruct
Or snow dreaming thaw01 tbe
emeem to date Tiema. eight We
ha 12theining homer brought. • 1-
1 vintery over the Cinema Rede
sun gave the Dodgers • anedeane
lead over the On letandwo Ciente.
It was the Dalliers' Ilth sersieht
trams& mad bat the Rags cob •
asithemotand eto Is for the
ymenost gran if thayW all than
dagetheng the games and Los An-
omie= he 0w nwe genies. More
,IR gave the Dodgers a
elthildme stlenen over the
assinklb• ORM sod a char shut
et ti Lig Or Mimed out et reach
only 18 dere SRA
The Oiethe dietered their Mirth
km Ii ex memo when the St Louis
Cisidimb hemmed ciut 14 bets
lor a 9-1 ertiropti at On ?mimic°.
The Dethers have one gene lett
with the Rade and four with the
Breves whits the Clienta have the
with the Cardlinthi and four with
the Reds
Broke Up , Battle
Wed more tour germ Ow
three- hour end
Johnson% blow.e.rnelgi4 a tense
tlielortach
Dodgem me the Olante death
'Med an Odic sooreboon1 IMO
Or bleged tide a the interns an
fielders amid Or started wieb
Ohm lie the Pithy Ledges in 11160
WI toili eland ditheirt ninety thr-
ough IS minor liagne We mad
thee unmeemend owls beam
tried
Johneon found a 'home with the
Dodgers this semi. however. When
Tommy Is mom reined at the
erre d the ammigra met las
pegged 'dung In *Teed Dcdeer
soratablIng dulne hits Nib fror..
day to die Without moth hinti.-e.
His batting average 13 a modest
.267 arel net bit only 12 homers it,
1.24 gime
The Dodgers Mot • 14 rad in
Or Widen the verenth when
Jeff Turban innate* pinchrunner
Nate Clever Mole simand and Mai"
Wil3s singled. The Reds cane bark
in the eceitab to de the thee on s
walk. a sacrifice and a double by
Vide Pinson Um: stretched his he.
tang street to 32 gam
In dw Dodgers' 11 straight ve-
t•IrltIS. they have allowed a tote of
14 nun They have won six of the
11 games by I:W*41M rrutrrtnli.
Mays Gels elst
Larry Jester. • 21 year-old left
bender, shuteart (tie Giants except
for Willie Mime srier honer at uke
:reason to the eighth Inns% and
the Cardinals made nencernew
rwe San Prance= pledem B1 IP
White led the Radbied 544* at-
tack with • homer two dimbies and
• angle and Lou Brock and Julian
Jayler Ind two Mtn each Gum
starter Ray lembet surfowed his
ninth setback after being barn
lauded Sr atx tees end lour runs
in 4 2-3 innings
The ettlwather Breves elegyed
Or Houston Aim '7.1. Or
Cubs rdispect the 1 aillm41
Iles 2-1 and abs Nteir Week Mei
ethed eut We Pkilliftlb -Aram
14 in 12 loodoosit Shoe IL Igloneek
In the Anditillth Weld* MOM.
wee loot to 1•118insm 44. Chweemd
sem ism VIM 414. Demob and
champ aeddaged 4-3 deeiriom.
denim any resiniesd Igneniestan
14 attar • 6-1 less earl Chiliethis
nipped Bunten 4-3
Tony Cioninger peon* a se.
Meer to Mei lid teth game ef the
mason for Or ilmem. We alnes-
Mt arcs wag he bi ?deo Aide,
iernenn emole 'ad nooldes by Aide
Junes end Rd liblibmit Champ,
farms Mit 10 Mal esollsol Owe
•r Sever Farr. !inn an mad at piss* ad mil
waged caw •
efla
Wear 'em. wash 'ern
but never iron 'ern.
SUPER
• •
areX
SLACKS by
•
. FARAH
• ,•• 1, A
with exclusive
FaraPressim
bullt-le mottles!
Stith a fIns "gab°
wecrte, Ws hard to
betiave +erre wash
pants. They'll wear
lorger end theme
and cremes ens
peraxment.
usa oft.
beige
••
,
LI3ELK'S
$630
01
•
• •
P
yr
19. 1965
liner
2 -17
d NL
t31:60a7 Dodger
king him job from
out smash fanfare.
me is a modest
only 12 hoMert,
cok a 1-0 lead in
iw eisvendi when
gled, plincittrumer
stroxid and May
e Reds Mime tact
tie the acme on
and a double by
stretched hia hes
! minas.
I. 11 straight sic.
abased a total of
me won six of the
isun Mantra
lets Sin
I 21-yeer-old tee-
the Gauge except
Ma homer of tt
lightiti Mining end
sale mincemeat
go *dime. 13 OP
Redbird Wet at,-
w. two doubles end
Brock and Julian
tile each Gult
suihred
tter beim ben:
On end icor runs
r arm= einIgged
cR 7.1, lie
Phliedig:1111Zb
I New Web Mots
ISHISMIllk_srfeette
Si Sew WIL Wawa
Image. Won,
Nom 4.2. Cesealand
Ili Dein* end
mod 4-3 elmilens
MOM Woodilleatim
ead Oallienes
er gliabed a sie
nth mow of the
tor
hem Mime eight
reMire
eloonim by Mogi
delinea. Cisoingel
I mind only dina
stash 'era
iron 'ern.
•
18,
14,4r
KS by
exciutive
RressnA
neatnissd
fins 'gob°
Ws hard to
*errs wads
%colt wear
nd ths
mei CZ*
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FOR SAI.F.
NEEL) WROUGHT IRON, poet, rail-
mg. carport. patio or not welding?
Wee eannetea See kiugh Adams
Comer 4th and Chestnut. Call M-
ire. 0-11,C
BY utVNEtt. Less than 2 year oid
brick home, 3 large bedrooms, &-
Mg room. kitchen-zanily room com-
bination, butit,in oven and range.
large utility. amide closet& storm
windows and daunt oarport. Oen
be seaa by impointment ti 153-
E130. TP'C
LNOOSIE PROPERTY. 2 homes,
clijuble irinlin24$11VIM=.hospital
Walking distance to ckantown. Call
76340811 or 753-7590. Tmal price
_ TFC
'10 BUICK. 4-door. good condition.
Cad 753.1246 or or at UM Cileve
04-0
- - - -
1961 CHEVY Station Wagon. In good
audition with reglio, heater end de-
• 
truster. V4 amine, dasiglard trans-
auessaio. goal tires, white with nal
interior Went to ail tor SIM& to
meet enuol eipstissi OEM 'Igi4S73
Sri wets 5.41 end 6,30. 044'
HOUSE TRAILER at Enwell's More
Dear Kentucky Lake State Park.
0-1-P
•
•
TWO.HATCHEING CHAIRS. Pow
blonde anitatitng tables, me forma
aim 8. yellow, warn one Mae. rem
753-3416 after 3 p. M.
- -
1900 FOND awash sort.. surobstA
lc. in goad oandlleon. vary anen.
Any remonable offer Cell 4112-4016.
04•P
POUR Ram muss mow not
Wit ad emit weer. 1111-111ed
Or me Willa Dean to Ahem flat,
90,01011 TAPP&N pas mine. talle
teed In 'sera. Cell 753-M1111. 11-M-P
HOTPOINT Refrigerator, Rime 763-
3/17
• as proven mope eivenar Rare
Lustre is easy en Res Midget. Re-
stores forgotten odors. Rent elec.
ittenipoogr lame Rouse at
Coior. • 04C
ONE-ROW Peed Mounted oorn pick-
er. Goad oonditaan, priced cheap for
quick sale. Otto Chester, Lynn
Grove _4315•4004.
Al 7Nt ML.V1t5
FOR GAPITtos. AND LutIVE-IN
taurication call 753-3314 anytime".
Tpc
MIR TIES OLD RADIO higafttell
neat eareirden night at the Mur-
ray Drive Inn laseire. "Lum and
Mars Gess to Kaelaingeon".
ofAs 'D
TUMICUP MAN at Johoamt Se-
dan Mahon at POT Amnia Good
higlimeman Air right man. Phmw
MOM 61-4WC
0 R .11 01 1
ROOM '....attarela ebeedy MIL
riff lesotil 753-1718. n31011 IM•
Inessett'b Service swum SIM
Trader Park. Alm). K. &MC
mom noose for aucient. IL halt
1 Moak Irom ore. (WiI.
after 4 p. m
Two MIDIROOM OPananan4 • 51',ate
montage. *orals trtan oaken Avail-
able October 1. Phone Mane 0.1.0
REDUCED TO $10400 for ilk -
a three bedroom brick veneer S-E2DF40011
1 MUCK home with
Wane. Mem item one year aid. heat- k
ering in. mailiageten raven
ed al New SunOlvnion toOity. Tide 
renal. knoben. nese utile roam
home a ma it 190 1 LW end het e
igoinc heat. carport. Deer college.
mime airport with ennige room poommion 
Puitan
loan transferable Don't airs thug. Youn
g or phone 753 4044 5- 29•P
Telephone
Talk
by
BOB CARPENTER
Your Telephone Manager
L.
KNOW THE QUICKEST WAY 1'0 TELEPHO
NE
FOLKS OUT OF TOWN' Dial the call yourself!
 Here's
how its done .
1. First dial "I" (this connects you with L
ong Dis-
tance).
2. 'Then the Area Code If it's differe
nt from yours.
3. And your purty's regular phone number.
What Could be easier? And remember 
When you dial
your own Long Dittance calls you get the 
low station-
to-station rate.
• • • •
WANT.T,0 DIAL DIRE-IT TO YOUR UNr IN ISQ3-
TON AND DON'T KNOW HER PHONE NUMBER? No -
problem! Just call the Boston Long Di.stance 
Infor-
mation Operator. First dial "1", thrfhe Area Code
for Boston, and then 555-1212. Th Boston operat
or
will ghe you the local number. There's no charge, of
course. (Once you've got it, why not jot it down in a
handy place for future calls?) Plating your own Long
Distance calls is quick. easy, and low- ( oat too. becauie
you always get the station-to-station rate. Boun
d
good? Why not call now. To Barton, or Ban Francisco,
or anywhere at all!
• •
IS YOUR TEEN-A0ER IN "THE BOOK" ' The tele-
phone book. we mean. Naturally, the head of your
house is listed. But just think what a thrill it would be
for the Wet school age folks In your family to be
listed In the directory The charge for additional
listings is leery small, and well worth It! Just call our
Businces.OHIce and we will taktt care of it for you.
Do it today thou, because our new Murray tele-
phone directory goes to pre& OCTOBER 22, 1965.
ilm=•••• .••••=1•10.• 
For Your Information)
tarstun °slipway Inburunoe sod
R.LEutate Agency. Phone IMAM&
BMW
•••••,.
MELP WAN 1 10
53 DODGE pick-up, steel bed. $150.
Phone 7n3.5845. S-29-C OPPORTUNIT
IES
NOW OPEN
at
ilOONES
Laundry a.: cleaners
FOR WOMEN
an 1$44
oinn laundry Attendant
I. Dress Pinto/in
0-2-C
COOK AND WAITREr. Mom
4924101 Ur apply In pecan ear
5 p in at S & L Truck Stop an
Hamel Highway. 13-30.0
sZereaseraso SerWicie filation at-
lemdint. Aggily in perm at Timm
Reprice 301141100, lWi Ma Main. No
Mem pieme.
LOS1 arOUNO
TWO POINIIIM hid doga one liver
and Mee. Mb CEng nook end
*OW esseeN lielefskL 19~0.
Chi dews& gime MIMS.
Saw
11 •
WAN 1E1 TO RENT
WOULD LIKE to rout 2 or 3 ruins
11116111111. • /140,C
NO I •C
I allwatIsantra evaat a _welts
• out MIL C is, Soma-
lia NM* 81441/6 Li tuoville. Ky
11-0-74_
MOD NEW Rc...011e - but short of
smimmy--opph Hy-Klas Manned A.
pkak Aluranum-An amazing met-
lag the. male holes. rejuvenates
eil ratan MOE& snips looks and
wilt reduce interior namenewes
4.14peos Do the job for only 3
maga a square foot. Ask for dem-
onstration and special 20 geike,
arum prim Regina Paint Store.
- - - - -  - -
SEE DILL ICLLOTRIC for minor
near. New and and motors for
sea. Located Murr mve-In Thee
ter entranc.e. Phone 763-.4030. TPC.
OATL,H.DAY NIGHT IS "The Nods •
Tann And Abner Gore To Wash
ington- All as use stuns, Drive
Ui Theatre!!!!
AUCTION 4,ALE
AUCTION SALE.. at die home of
Ws. U. M. uriver, ale Broadway
Pace. Mayfield. Solliirgag, Oatooer
2, at 10 a. in. Oune-one Stevens
36-20. three Itimwers M erne one
hewers it Ciedfahot, one Itamers-
ton M rine, one Remingeon 12
gauge, Rarringem 32, me Long
loin, one marlin arab. ans Merlin
zalety 3230. one Model ea MOP
Mager 32, ane linden 1.3
one ill Mae. one 13 gauge shotgun.
new 218 ricW revolver. ok13811 &W,
old 32 Fienob pueluve, aid 338 &
two .I2 H or Et double motion rev.. one
Wien 'Dino-, one Deminger. Pucka,
aatolies-agift, Itemilten. Am Walt.
lain, Mena, memo-Wee dela. re-
trigeratar. premed ems. carnival
maw tend toda. walnut antique
• tem& - seoebis• Sap 4111111141 aslalala
wawa, inning egunenent. $ ago pie.
"ear. esecene heaters. acentionetion
teeid.o-rerrid settllits "Olt'
▪ 6,0/0 Olgla dor *kaiak MOM knee-
sone anus and dinner helms. Otter
ewes too numerous le
Auctioneers, John Hag and An
Beadles.
AUCTION S.Z. fiaLurdog. °Kober
• at I p w. at the
tame in Bast on Oil MOM'S, al-
iening for sok. Couch, chairs. twee
Swings. Illblinemes, oblffrobe, draw
(Ts. dining table, machine, washer,
swing ea, tube, 2 book mien. cedar
alma, trunks, quoits and dishea.
Antiques:. ureessr, tables. lamps,
, rOINSIK110111 1 dm door m
ak
miner edilleed. Web. frume.
vales. kiltie, dishes and one tea
and coil. Chew In case of rein
sale folloang Saturday. Ms. Oola
Curti, arm; Joe Pat Leon, ',do-
thunger. E.M•C
Se:vitae Offered
TREE TIRMIEflei0, cutting dawn
bees, boiling out dead limbs, ellt
power saw work. Seating out Creak
lawn care. hedge and shrubbery
trimming, Gall Jun Pridemore 4I6
WO. 0-1-C
Hog Market
Fiwitral State Marini News
weoneeday. Seat a.
chase-Area Hog Market
L.luding 7 Buying
Eatmated Receipts 47 xi
rows and Gaits 25-60c Nigher.
U. E. 1. 2 suid 3 180-340
Pew U S. 1 190.200 be
$23 la-23 85, U. S. 2 and 3 345.270
821 00.L*00. U S. 1, 2 and 3
175 Its 820.03-30.50: U. 8. 2 end
1-isaws 400-600 Rs. S18.00-19.50. U. S.
liar- 1 :ea! 2 250-400 Uri $19 50-1 075.
Federal Livestock
Market Report
.VDJHRAY, Ky. Tuesday. Sept. 28.
.965. Murray Livelong& Cb. All live-
en errivel. •
CATTLE 441D CALVES: 1123:
HOGS: 47:
Receipt some 46, feeders full;
steady wine 30% OLOWb :3f.e higher.
Other chews about steady.
SLAUGHTER HEIFERS: Standard
and Goal 050-960 lb. 418.50-:21.50;
816.5046.50;
SLAUGHTER COWS: Cutter end
Chaitt(y 812.50-15.10; Conner i10.00-
11.60.
SLAUGHTER 111-1.1 v • Utility $11 00
-17.00 Few lortit weecht down to
1116.50:
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Good and
I Chose 300-550 lot M7.70-21.00; uth.
I ity $15.0(,-16.50;
VEALLIts: Steady. Good and Choi-
, ce 180.2:0 b. 125.00-27.50: &al:dant
119 3.I3 00:
EFEDERS: choice 000-800 lb. steals
$22.25.227; Eataciard and Good
81835.22.50; Opine 3130-500 lb ta00-
'25.50; Goad .30,25-22.80; Standard
• 817.50-19,75: Good end Choii...? 020.
750 its 316.6040.75; Good end choice
300450 lb. 1117.26-20.25; Standard
$15.00•16.25; renv Utility down to
$12.00;
, STOCK COWS: Good and Croke
• cows with onsets 8140.00.19500;
St.uwkird $110.00-130.00 per cut,
11068: Receipts mostly mixed •-tiode
butchers. &may to 15( higher 31'
head U. S. 1-3 270 lb. MEM.
RIB
ROAR..
PACE FIVE
g9135
KENTUCKY
FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
DIAL 753-6363COU9
PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray, Kentuek
We salute our 4-Hers on having taken the right road hy conserving
time, money, education and putting them to good use.
The BANK OF MURRAY
Downtown Branch
5th & Poplar
"THE FRIENDLY BA N K ' '
Member F.D.I.0
Main Office
4th & Nlain
•••••.....i•••••••••••••••••••••••
_
•
• •
4
,
•
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SG AUTO SO
Pictured at the right is the
FABULOUS 1966 DODGE
CORNET 2 dr. HARDTOP
This is a beautiful car that you'd be proud to own!
—
.,..".•"""r""• •
*
41.•
• .2%1111111E
C144.e
44.
.110/Let amd,... .•••••••
4.•'•  -"'"'""
410
41.111111110""
"or
Above is the economy-minded but lively
%
1966 Dodge Dart
2-Door Hardtop
FEATURING
THE WONDERFUL
gy.
- • -7
Pictured at the left is the
1966 DODGE
POLARA 500
2-D03r Hardtop
Be Sure To See This Beauty!
40.
)1/
All Dodges Carry Chrysler's
A As
5 Years or 50,000 Miles
WARRANTY
For Complete Details on Warranty
See Taylor Motors
fie Dodges- Dodges,
We Have Them
Come On Out and See the 1966 Dodges
During Our
Auto Show . . . Sept. 30th, 1965
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• .
•
•
•
•
•
•
0
Beginning 8 a.m. until 9 p.m. for the convenience of those
working until late afternoon.
1966 DODGES
TAYLOR MOTORS
4th & Poplar Streets MURRAY, KENTUCKY 4th & Poplar Streets
•
•
•
.....smiliiialP11111111•11011100-
e..
•
-
•
•
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PAGE SEVEN
Sensing The want to 110. at the tneelliefeeW-.. expense. They went costly Proltrarna•
end the putnic may wonder why.
re unfair to suspect that one
neon the entl-poverty warriors
went, chitty programs with high
Paid staffs Is that they went
tainting dimply at bowie indinillid
training. Instead, thee are M
fel of the palitied cpportunglia of
the enteporetty et/art-the otsuwe
to haul people in polities! loyalty
by geeing then plush jotts and ex-
pensive handeute.
As • loathe of tact. no meson
enable for the federal govertimente
to be in the Job training Program
at U. No one knows more about
job trailing lents American indus-
try Indunry nab the buildings.
staffs, and the overall knowhow
Ultimately. eitkastry will be the
Moyers of the people now receiving
' tr a ming
It would be far more sensiele
tor the White Nam to hem pro-
posed Rut triduetry be Pew suit-
able fax inoettives to engage In
wMer training program Mane
eempaness ...Mindy we training peo-
ple on thee own. teldng the unstudi-
ed end gating them new Mine with
which to earn good livinle
The rational eggrosch to the un-
env!: vaunt prqpern would have
Oven buskins a hie break end let
it hendle pectileM let which it is
exPert Rut, einen, the untl.poverty
erenriora would telt haw waisted
thet Such tismining wolild net
duo* ei the itiregekelli • fern*
of dependency on somimment and
• .'w,of pailticiel obliesUoit That
is what the poverty neatens have
in trend
• Great In mind. =NS
News
By THURMAN SENSING
Executive iles-President .
4 • sot:THEM STATES
INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL
Gill-Edged Poverty Programa
WeReo-do Americans who rad
their an to Vole end other cosily
to the Northeast may
think ORE they are buying their
youngster the mcet expensive edu-
cation provided in the Untied Shan
But they see wrong. Uncle Sem
• (mkt send the unermilloyed to Tele.
Princeton or cgher Ivy League
lieges for inn dam what k beim
Wye to antt-poverty tratting pm-
gram&
Evildenoe of din fact was turned
isp recently be Servitor A Willis
Robertson of Vinfinee who did some
ime ,tgating an the ants of pro-
tect, in Virginia conducted under
the Manpower Development and
Training Act.
• 0 Senseor Robertmort reported to
Virginians on the projects under
wey In the Otd Damenon. One of
them •AliS • 12meek prrigram, for
training 36 unemployed kitchen help-
ers. He found that the mat of this
program in Abington. Vs was M3.-
1301. Another one cit the five pro
warns wets at Grew Vs . where IS
tinempiceeed workers were learnew
to he phentene apprentices at •
• • total oat of Mini
In computing die overeat oasts of
these programs In Vlsotnia, Senator
Roheruson dismovered thee it ealit
the redone giownwnent $1,1121 IUD
trent arse Inicklarer. $6,142 to Wean
an auto medherac. and leten to
train • pkanber's hdtarst
That's pretty ferny edunation for
she unemployed Am I aid it would
be pougste to mad thew tivarmploy-
• • 
ed to the most eatenehe relieves It
the lend and MI alive the taxpay-
are money
If thisk • typical euunple of Hie
Great society at sort -end It PPetna
to be the case-btan one amy right-
fully question how Wag the taspay.
ors Ma be able to selloid thee won.
devised And eaut is the math,
oeuree to think of the waite-Rhe
citizen who. over the runt low
stamped end sewed to send hts son
• • or daughber to collate es to mak
hit oval way through college or
night 01111:01 dames?
Of mina% ihe public wants the
umennioyed to Ind anplownent.
DmItla Rua a rnan or
women sedan • Job hes to n-
osh, with • giltidged traustag an
JUII• 000 MUCI1 '
7111, gaits h that the etlitmellIdr
prograin• emit ming torballas to
• • 
elitist to dal trulls* but ere ban,
on melang up eepreate training f&
claire end elate in eh* sew
aba te, setaccd latelkangs ere not be
leg mod btA • tew hours a day.
They see =pig to die among fhini
and an vomblelda tor
would be poulbee to use NUR MIS
munsty faallgas
mg VOW centime the Mr tweeselipal.
It would be egilleadd If an• Jam
an adminkillitelim weer INEENIIIII
In finding modem. toorimealill
rengemens
at-
to'belping Wei OW
trained of law unemployed. let
that ain't Whet the Indent et MO
• •
Theetioet changed in appearance
of 111111 Chryslers is the distinctive
300 series The 300 two-door hard-
top 
has • new roof with • restyled
rear window. A new hood, new
front wrep-around tail-
lights and -kateeed Boni
park and turn ights visible from
the ski* are exclusive features al
the SOO serials. Chrysler's entry in
the morts-type ear market.
NEW nignrsawr orrioNs
New equipment include
power front wheel 7itsir°17rakes an
adjustable tilting and telescoping
steering wheel and • rear seat air
and beet system.
• • Bucket 
seats of • completely
new design with pull-down center
arrn meta are standard in some
models and optional in others
They are wider, have higher seal
backs and provide easier rear wet
entry and exit room for two-door
model than the bucket seats in
1965 ohm- integral head rests of •
new more attractive design are
offered r an option.
MORK ENGINE POWER
A 440-cubic Inch V-11 engine
• 0 
with a four-barrel carburetor is
standard in the New Yorker, re-
placing the 413-cubic inch engine
of HO& It has the same compres-
sion, 10.1 to 1, and valve tinting at
the 413. With its larger displace-
ment It provides improved stop-
ancl - go performance reaultMg
from greeter engine torque at low
• •
enribiglIdeariorinanee version of
the 440 engine with twin exhausts
and a silleneed twin snorkel low
restrasike ger cleaner is oedema
ea
The oftederd In for New-
pert and Teen and Country ears
I. a 3114-wilite bath Vit-fl using reg-
$2,500 KAIIKUT - Actor
George Pawn' has hla hair
cut by bide implint Jay &s-
haft at lbw* Bills, Calif.
iba-ssily Ms. is. they are
at limMin fat 'The Blue
MS" Naar Dukes. Ireland.
__11111411111111100 UMW an Ske-
wing imam' ever far the
30b. Cost, 22,500.
1966 Chrysler is New Front to Rear;
With Improved Engines, More Options
Chrysler passenger cart, new from front to rear for 1964,
hate more powerful engine options, new interior seating
arrangements and new equipment options.
There is a stronger separate styling identity for the fotw
series which stake up the 1944 Chrysler line the luxury
New Yorkers, the sporty 3041s, the economical Newports
and the new Town and Country series of station wagons._
ular grade fuel. A high perform-
ance version of the IRS engine
standard in the 300 sad optional
in Newport and Tomo mid Coma
try models.
II MODELS AVAILABLE _
The model for 1956 is
the gime as for 1965 except that
nearest and three-rat wagons.
formerly available In both the
New Yorker and Newport series,
Sr" now bet apart in a separate
Town and Country series.
Each of the two-door hardtop'
-Newport, 200 and New Yorker-
Ns a separate and distinctive roof
style. and all eyries have their own
distinctive grilles, taillight ar-
=lents and side truns.Yorker and Newport mod-
els also have new, more attractive
hoods and all hardtops. sedans and
convertibles have new rwr quar-
ter panels which contribute to •
lower, sleeker look as the cars are
seen from the side.
The Town and
have their own tycireneigweir
namentetion and taillight treat-
senta. Wood grain appliques
within body side molding, and on
the instrument panel are standard.
RAPTI'S' DOOR HANDLES
New features include six-way
electric seat adjusters for bucket
seetki=
dl 
-type inside door han-
es, cations In shock absor-
bers to provide • smoother boule-
vard ride, • one-third increase in
the thickness of secondary brake
shoe linings to improve braking
adifozance, Improved luggage
Ii hardtops, sedans, end
einvertibles. and • new full front
t console optional 
==!lwannd convertibles with
bucket rate
TOPPING THE DODGE LINE-For 1966, is a series of six elegant new Monaco
models, topped by the Monaco 500 2-door Hardtop shown above (top photo),
Monaco offers comfort, convenience and style unmatched in a medium-price car.
Below is the popular Polara 4-t400r Hardtop, on. of seven Polar. Me
The big anneal
TORE-WIDE
event of the year
Waves mime sod MINS
paves. Setae the wed me-
wrist.
Wild, Wild
West Was
Well Named
NEW YORK, N Y. - When it
comes to fatal accidents. the wild,
wild West is just that, say tia-
ticiana.
On the other hand. said New
Englanders and dudes from the
Middle Atlantic area record the
lowest accident death rates in the
nation.
sada. The national average was
n.s.
Although drivers and passengers
account for a substantial majority
of those killed in motor accidents,
note the statielmans, pedestrians
compose an appreciable proportion
of the victimes - 7,500 of then
year being Welly injured.
Falls, which account for nearly
20.000 deaths a year, rank second
, as a cause of death in all but a
few 3G:11. es. In Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and •ne District.. f
Columbia falls are the leading type
The Mountain States record the
highest rates, 30 percent above the
country as a whole In three of
these states - Wye:ming. Nevada.
and Idaho - the rate. were SO or
m -tre, come-teed with the national
averag? of 53 In each of the other
five Mountain Vates death rates
exceeded 60 per 100.000 population.
Rates above 60 were also record-
ed in six of the keit South Cen-
tral state and in five of the:. seven
West North Central states.
The death rate in New England
and the Middle Atlantic watees Ins
about 43 per 100.000. nearly one
fifth below the national average.
Rhode Island. Connecticut. and
N:', Jersey made the beat record.
New York, with a rate of 41.4 pi
100.000 next in order.
Havefili registered a rate of 353
per 100.000.
Motor vehicles were the major '
cause of accidental death in most,.
states, ranging from 10.9 per 100.-
000 he:Rhode Island to 30.7 in Ne
, of fatal injury.
Fire and explosions, meanwhile,
generally record their highest
death rates in the South and Sou-
thwest, More people the of con-
e Migration than of fella in South
Carolina, Georgia. Alabama and
M.-.s.sippl; the same is true in
The loss of life firm drowning
and firearm accidents show a simi-
lar -geographic distribution - high-
est in the Mountain and southern
arcas of the country and the low -
eat In the New England and Mid-
dle 4iLlantie states.
NOTICE
The once a wee ktrash pickup in the
city, which has been carried out during
the summer months, will end this week.
The regular garbage pickup will con-
tinue as usual without interruption.
The Murray Sanitation System
hopes that this once a week pickup of
trash, brush, etc., has been of help to
the citizens of Murray.
Murray Sanitation System.
Hex Hillington, Superintendent
Anniversary Sale!
52 YEARS of
• greatte savings on morg items than any
.UHN'S selling event in history! Look over
very counter. .. every rack ,..for the "say-
Aegest" shopping wee ever/
Imported
Italian
Mohair
SWEATERS
Hemel mode in
Okay. 50% wool,
20% rayon, 16%
mohair, 6% nylon.
Space dyed, silver
tipped in frosted
muted colors Pop-
ular cardigan style
. . . Special birth-
day price 
Buy several et this ft
low print
UNBREAKABLE
MEASURING
GLASS
KUHN'S VARIETY
AQUAMATIC
PLANTER URN
Choice of colors:
Basic green, snow
whit*, green onyx.
5-3/4' In diame-
ter, 7" high, with
stand 14-3/4"
MOIL
The 41 KUNN'S stores have a tresseailese
birylag power! This mean BIG SAVINIS for YOU!
r.
OW-
•'"""r"'"'
S
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e
---
what does the Aserallaan ermice-
men in Vi. Ninakmodided.
the Arotes. Oproseny, ar adgeobere
roe flz from boner. Irani ter Mena
tram? Red Orme workers Medioned
with nogai throughout the maid
have asked than for suggestion end
found then sowers
Homernede Wasp bite candies,
cake. sweaters. at pictures of the
family top every ask
2 Favorite ono& ad OWL home-
'_otivi paper& at "leaselee trie'
gifts tuned up In °any at the re-
plica.
thegrefilite Younger meal. if.
anew 'Odours. are Iratereatnd
den el, atoning in the latent styt.
trends to oupplemont the good btil
more mammas* cambia aveshibie
in the post exchanswa
The United States Yost Office n-
o:immerge that for seldom
es overseas. sale= ahoulo be
sent brieween Odense 21 and No
ember to Mad at permit by air
amid be rant batenen December I
and DeotenherI Ear the Per
and noutheest Aelan disestathe,
:he opening date for each mete.
recommended
01511 WALES — Astronaut
David it Scott (above) has
bees selected at the Space
Center es Houston. Ten_ to
-walk- around the world
during orbit or Oakum I
aext year Scott. EL will be
outside the capitate for as
elatre Wait 95 minutes.
POO PIX1NO RN! — Sled
executives William J. Steph-
ens oibxweil and Jagliell P.
Batten drew Oar %WM,
836.000 In Naw Tart tin
price fixing charges. fl2t
as was a Bethlehem
execuuve at time the chalet
were filed. He now is Ja•MI
LaSigAfin eta& plialideiL
Barton IN • US. Steal mai-
ant general manager
KING
EDWARD"
!l4enor.ca *, Largest Son ng Cipir
The Hazel 4-H Chao. met Fri.
day. lesatember 26, to rew tater for
dw ,onxieets for the coining year
Officers for the y..ar were also
atet:AKI.
Thirteen members are in the
seventh and eninth grade clubs
New officers are Debbie Erwin,
Icemcissit, Jill Craig. vice-prim-
Jet.t. Danr.ie lierruion secretary-
. Sandra Bremen. song-
.es..ter. Damme Peal. reporter
'JO fourth. filth, and sixth
grans have tluky inembetts this
year 14,.• officer, ate VICAte Pat
LAMA. ores:dem. Etezky Scull, vice-
?resident Drina Peal. secretary-
tressurer. Sharon LW Mom,
rceiglesder, ',ream at AnaDri. puny
leader. Terry orr. reporter
OPEN 24 HOURS DAIL]
C LOSED S 11. NDA Y
MURRAY DRAPERY HOUSE
"MILLS? WE REPRESENT THE BEST:"
Riverdale - Waverly - Riehloom
ALL MATERIALS REDUCED for FALL 
CLEANUP
753-5726 Martine Pool, Owner 
753-6429
No. 13th Street
•
ED'S FOOD MARKIEI
"Your Dollar Goes Further"
o Tilt. SENA STEAKS IN TOWN 
*
1600 Main Street Ph me 153-952a
..115..a-saaaSSia...e;rdillM1111111111MIMIN114-111EINIONIIMMIn
LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Diamond Rings"
l5afts fur Ail Electric Stia,
er.
Watch Repairing - Jewelry 
Repairing
-
ork
CHOPS
— END Cl I —
39lb
op ale
CHOPS
— CENTER CUT —
69lb
SHOWBOAT
BLACK-EYE
PEAS
No. 3041 (-art
9 ea
IGA
mama, or
PliEApPLE-**Avt.vai•
DRINK
46-t)s I. au
4$i
FROSTY ACRES
TV Dinner
Chicken - Beef or
Turkey
• 39el
J 1 NI HO
PIES
it. of 12
30F 1.
CEASE & SAN1908N
COFFEE
1-Lb Can
69'
ID1 SI
BACON
69
OLD .• tSHIONED
BOLOGNA
25lb
WHITE
WRITE GOLD
SUGAR
10-Lb. Sag
POTATOES
10 Ihs. 59'
LETTUCE
Firm Crisp Heads
2 for 29'
•
Albert Priors Goad Through Tuewlso • Octooer 5th -- Quanti Purchases Limited
ogglierrats- &PR' -1.7.111c14.." 'ACM
99c
Open 24 Hours Daily - Closed Sunday
ITEMS BELOW ARE EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
: lel ART 6-07.. LUX (13e OFF)
, Lux Liquid 50c
POS'i (811-TH sTRANFIERRIES) -
corn Flakes 37c
RAGS - - 11
Dog Food 3i 23c
rLAVOid. JOST - 1 -Lb. Hoz
ACKERS 29c
&num ‘1ENNA - I-Oz. Can
Sausage 2i 45c
G CHIEF 2-Lb. Jar
eanut Butter 69c
- White. Yellow. Der He Food
ake Mix 27c
HUNT'S FRUIT - 15-0z. Can
oddail
IT'S THE
2 45
AMPRELL'S TOMATO - 10,4-0z.
SOUP can 12
HINT'S TOMATO - 14-oz. bottle
CATSUP 19c
BENTON COUNTY - 4-Lb. Pail
SORGHUM $1.39
SOLID - 2 Pounds
OLEO 37
•
J(,i 1 atl ( an
Evap. Milk 339c
COOKING or PIATI?fG - 4-Lb. Hag
APPLES 49c
HUNT'S - No. 21 Can
PEACHES
IGA 12-0r. Cans
291
C DRINKS 9c
TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!
,
r—
a
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Novel No/ion 
10, IllOUJIMI
GORING tor an 'anti-
I-4 wrinkle" beauty pi/low, a
Illengest baby alCalial that
win gobble up crumb& a alien
tote with shoes to match*
It.  an interesting assort-
mint of prodigts and surprise
tatty, all can We found in the
same place.
114 the notions department.
beedquartars fLe. a marvellous-
ly auscellamous aasortznent of
pendent' that have only two
things in common -all axe
meet all are retail
0-11hepsd Maw
The anti -wrinkle plilow,
winch is ahaped like a C. sup-
parts jaw and temple. Its
einh-wrinkle %dere liss lo
the fact Uud it an not press
egainet the cheek, putithig It
ein MO Creases.
The baby vacuum which is
packed in a 7s10:3-in. iat
with a heady grip, is pest the
thing to est doom wham yeas
went to de-ceneth the dense
tehils er do • qpick Job ea
stank donna we ear ',MI-
finerp.
Osiedelly Oserdhalted
The Moe tote and spa-
drilled are Just two items to a
hne of matched accessories de-
signed to delight the college
crowd
Also available in coned
plaid corduroy are the follow-
ing: an oval-diaped cosmetic
perm an an-purpose utility
bag that can double its a hand-
bag • fitted travel bag an
imagism ease and a two-m-one
tote beg that can be carried
over the aria.
81•••••kar paint is another
notion earmarked for the
young at. especially those
who are popping with pop art
ideas- The paint can be used
to apply materna or to give
ssessisens • solid coat of new
color to match a coetume.
Any number of storage aids
appear ea motions ocautters.
Ple-nmeg Sherage
Other newcomers include a
(Meld in.) motitproce and
dostproof dear plastic sweater
bag for big. bulky pullovers.
They have a patented tipper-
tepe ensure that pulls open
and slides shut What's the
advantage! No teeth or aharp
edges to snag knits.
Going pima! Lon for lug-
gage at notions counters.
Blegedelty look for a fold-a-
way law that doesn't clutter
ep closets between tripe.
The fold-sway pieces, which
dellappe flat, include a trim
MIAS and a hat tok both in
saintly dark tartan p/aid.
From a storage viewpotnt,
another luggage line of six
mess, ranging from 16 to 21
hiehes is Me. Is noteworthy.
When not in use the cases
X Iss•rre
CORDYKOY c00111011OtATIDI Melon espadrilles with out-
door mesa twone-me tote bag. Moe tote and a entity bag.
Could be we're getting too emotional_ But it
isn't very Olen you get a chance to follow an
all-time sales record year with a new Chrysler
like this one.
Sure our 65 was great But the '66 is
even better.
It looks better Moves quicker it s got a
beautiful new frOnt end and a very dramatic
new rear.
It's got a bragsr and more zesty group of 1/-8
engines From a 383 cub ic incher to a 440 TNT
wAh twin 101104111ts and twin snorkels (A -snorkel"
is an air intake born for the carburetor — does great
thongs for performance.)
The interiors. all up and down the Me. are more
luxurious and comforting Take our new shell bucket
Be On The Lookout
For These Newcomers
Nat' I Sorb. • ma.
TAME YOUR SNEAKERS a solid color or perk them up
with a pop art design. Use a coloring made for saseiters.
neat one inside the other!
All of these novelties and
many more make it fun to
browse at notions counters.
There. only one hitch -
browse and you wind up r. Ivo
ing. You always find at'
one notion that falls into •
this - is - what - Tre - .
boadag-ow adman,.
Maywood lad_
A MAGIC SEAL ripper ince closure that pulls open and slides
walla is used on new au eater bag It has no teeth to snag wool.
To Amorists
k with love...
The 1966
Chrysler
seats, for example. It's almost as if they had
bean custom-frtted for you.
One thing we didn't even think about changing.
It has to do with money. Five o! our Newport models
(real Chryslers — ii Junior 'editions) are priced
lust a few diallers a month more than the most
popular smaller cars w.th the same equipment. This
includes features like power steering power brakes,
a 383 cubic inch V8. automatic trarsmissron. radio
and many standard items like safety door handles
and seat belts.
Move up to Chrysler ...its getting easel by the
minute.
CHRYSLER
jgmer•es mere. we ri • &Lev 4.0., hal a Mb *ma ma ...CNN,. ;,••••• iwk. S.VIMI•mAas.
TAYLOR MOTORS inc.
3411 So. 4th Street Murray. Ky.
fe
What Does The ,44-11 Clubs AName New Officers
Hazelficers
Service Man
Want As Gift?
4,4
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•
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•
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William C. Wilson
Honored At Party
On 5th Birthday
William Charles Wilson was hon-
ored with a party in celebration of
• his fifth birthrky on Saturday.
September 18, at the Wilson home
on Sunset Boulevard
The event was held on the pith/
of the home which was decorated-
with balloons and crepe paper in
the colors of rs.3 and green Re-
freshments of the tarthday cake
decorated with cowboys. poi:Moles,
and ginger ale were served
111 Piyors were presented to each of
the chiidre-n • Assisting the boy's
mother. Mrs. Charles Wilson, in
the entertaming were his anger&
Misses Cynthia and Melanie Wil-
son. and Misses Carol Ann and
Marilyn Simons
•
Guesta were Jim Palumbo. Steve
:Gough. Sean McDounal, Mark Red-
den, Clay Latimer, and Rudy
Tripp. Jr
l'S FIRST FOR PAINTS
AND FLOOR COVESJNO
1210 Main Street
• 753-3050
Operated"
"Locally Owned and
• IIDWELL
PAINT STORE!' -
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Legion Auxiliary
Has Regular Meet
Monday Evening
The American Legion Auxiliary
met Monday. September 21, at
seven-thirty o'clock In the even-
ing at the Legion Hall with the pre-
sident, Mrs. Cohen Stubblefteid,
presiding
Mrs. Macon Erwin, sergeant-at-
arms, led the group in the pledge
of allegiance to :he American flag.
The devotion from the 90th chap-
ter of Fnalms was given by Mrs.
'Ann °harriers. criamans.
; During the business session Mrs.
Stubblef,eld announce the chair-
; man of the various committees to
I lam this year which are as fol-
lows: Mrs. Cleo Sykes. member-
Ship; Mrs. Macon Erwin. reiubtll
tenon, Mrs. Lester Nanny, child
e:fere: Mrs Nesi Wilson, eci1-
1 munity service; Mrs. Ethel Ker..
program: Mrs Claude Anderson,
publicity
Announcement was made of the
First District Fall Conference M
the Auxiliary to be held October IT
at Princeton with Mrs. Nell in.*.
burn, first district president of
Princeon. presiding Mrs Ann Chil-
ders was elected as delegate from
the Murray Una.
Five gifts from the Murray Unit
will be sent to the Thy and Gift
amp at the Veterans Hoeptial In
Loularille for Chnstmas
The hostesses. Mrs. SturAtriefield
and Mrs. Duval Henry. served re-
freslunents of Jam cake and cafe*
to the nambers pruned.
MURRAY LOAN CO. 1
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
546 W Main street Phone 703-2421
SMILEY BURNETTE
TVs
Famous
Friendly
Funny
Feller
Ill WESTERNS
Gene Autry on
Roy Rogers
IN
PERSON
OCTOBER 2 and 3
GREEN ACRES
4th5 Annual Mobile
Home
Showing!!
OCTOBER 1, 2, and 3
25 - 1%6 MODELS ON DISPLAY
FREE!
11' Wek-En-Der Travel Trailer
To Be Given at 4 p.m.
Sunday Afternoon
October 3rd
Come by and Register . . . must be
present to win.
GREEN ACRES
TRAILER SALES
Highway 51 Bypass
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
•
SOCIAL LALENDAR
Wednesday, September 29
The Ladies day luncheon a CI be
served at noon at the CaLoway
County Country Club Hostesses will
be Mesdames Billy P. Thurman.
M3•••111 Thomas, Toriwnye D. Taylor,
Dennis Taylor John Quertennoug,
Ottas Valentine, L. L. Veal, Jr
Gingles Wellis, and thett eysee- ;
man.
• • •
Thursday. September 30
The College Faculty Couples
Bridee Club will meet at the Stri-
dent Union Building at 7:30 PJM.
Anyone wanting to make reserva-
tions call 753-4802 or 753-2278
• • •
Friday. October 1
The Kirksey MYF will sponsor a
pie nipper in the fellowship hall of
the church at seven p.m Everyone
Is invited to attend.
• • •
Monday, October 4
The South Pleasant Grcnie Home-
mskers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs Win Brandon at one p.m
• • •
The Lottle Moon Circle of the
%VMS of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs. Hen-
ry Warren at 7'30 pm.
• • •
Thursday, October
The Annual Card party will be
held by the Garden Department of
the Woman's Club at the dub house
at 1 30 pin This will be a denser(
bridge and three deck canasta with
the prises being floral arrangements
made by members of the depart-
ment TleitTts are one dollar each
The *Mho Is inslted" -
• • •
Jessie Houston
Servire club Meets
At The Wyatt Home
Jessie Houston Service Club of
Woodmen Grove 176 held its Sep-
tember meeting Thursday evening
in the Hulon Wyatt home on Vine
Street with Mrs Sun wford.
M's Clarence Horton. and Mrs.
Wystuis biamissa
Mrs Crawford club President.
presided during the trueness en-
':on which opened with scripture
reading and prayer by Mrs Wynn.
^/ub chaplain
A letter from the home WV* IO
Ruth Lassiter, piste secretary, an-
nouncing November as the new
date for the election of grove fe-
ncers and explaining new regula-
tions and pobeles now in effect
was read and discussed.
Loretta Jobs received the month-
', doer prize presented by the club
president. Goidia Curd was in
oherge of games during the recrea-
tion period
Olt/ rs attending were Robbie
,Paiaishall, grove presz-dent. Wall
Melvin's Rennie McCoy Ruth Le-
ader Genora Hamiett ICatie Over-
'nut. °arra Oatlin, Os:nue Cleurin
Birdie Parker Mary Louise Baker.
and Kathleen Patterson
• • •
Miss Sheila Polly
Completes Plans
For Friday Wedding
Plans have been t-orrapleted by
Mks Sh Raye Polly. daughter
of Ms and Mrs Walter Lewis Pol-
ly, for her nes:Mang to Jerry Gro-
gan. son of Mr and Mn. Dewey
Orogen. on Friday. October 1, at
seven-thirty o'clock In the evening
at the First Baptist Church.
Dr H. C. Chiles will perform the
double ring ceremony A program
of nuptial musk wal be presented
by Mies Lillian Watters, organist.
and Mrs. Charles 1011.4 (Rena Mit-
chell lot Memphis, Tea-in, soloist.
Mks Polly will be given in mar-
riage by her father and has cho-
sen Mies Linda Dibble as her maid
of honor The bridesmaids wilt be
Misses Phyllis Mitchell. Ann Kay
Slanders. and Betsy Simmers' Mies
Renee Or00111, niece of the groom-
elect. will be the flower girl
Dwain Taylor of Fulton will serve
as best rnan. The tethers will be
Dan Boat, Dickle Farrell, and
Dickle George David Buckingham,
°omen of the bride-elect. and Bar-
117 Grogan, nephew of the groom-
elect, will tight the candles. Terry
Groben. she a nephew of the
groom-el Wt.. will be the riesturirre
gleralli-eiset. will be the ringbearer.
Polloging the ceremony, a re-
ception will be held in the fellow-
h▪ ip hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are in-
vited to attend both the wedding
and the reception.
• • •
Dan McDaniel of Murray was the
Organist at the wedding of Miss
Susan Elaine Rehm and WI/Mani
T. Doyle, Jr., held at the That
Presbyterian Church. Mayfield, on
Saturday, September 18 Forrest A.
Welk, Jr., of Murray was the best
man.
1
Mrs. Fulkerson Is
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meeting
Mrs Walton Fulkerson opened
her home for the special Bible
study nieetinte held by the Wo-
man's Misaionsry Society of the
Elm Grove Biptist Church on
Wednesday. September 22. at one-
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The eleventh and twelfth les-
sen* were studied by the trot*
with Mrs. Fulkerson as the leader.
The subjects studied were "A De-
liver' People Developed Through
Wilderness" and "A Delivered Peo-
ple Developed Through Instruct-
ion".
Mrs W A Farmer led the open-
ing prayer.
Others present were Mrs Earl
Lee, Mrs Thannie Parker. Mrs
Keys Keel. Mrs. Albert Crider. Mrs.
Bessie Colson. Mrs. Alfred Keel.
and Mrs Mauche Hale.
• • •
Mr and Mrs. Robert Bergman.
Jr.. and Miss Virginia Hay of La-
Follette. Tenn, are spending sev-
eral weeks with Mrs. Ed Fllbeck at
her home on West Main. 'This
ueekend Dr James P. Bergman of
Georgetown and small son. Brian,
and daughter. Jennifer, will visit
with his family
\ in litiren
him sit on the front perrti with a
9-441 artund has twit which read,
STEAL
ABBY I am sick to have been
the muse of all this. No I wonder
if I did the right thing in telling
the parsntis The alines the bog
took were eel* 111100.-leatie. Had
known the %ad would he puni.ch•d
so severely Iwit** Mee kept qinet.
Heti me sleep
ROOMER
DEAR ROOMER: tea, you did
the right thing in telling the par.
est& Fars may have thuarted a
tendency toward dishonesty before
It grew to mare serious propor-
tions, which actually was a itiPd-
nets to the child. The parents were
• • •
DEAR ABBY: What do you think
.1 a tor who mils a girl up and
asks ho- if she wants to go out and
peak with him'
INVITED TO PARK
DEAR INVITED: He sounds
like an efficiency expert with a
character deficiency,
• • •
DEAR ABBY: You recently pub-
lished a letter signed 'DEPRESS-
ED." The •ATITIMMI had called • a re-
cent bride's moth w, asking if the
bride had ever mei-11.rd the wedding
gift Shea ben-- • foe. ...r is
thanked her for tt I Th • hi,cit wrote
this woman a rude it,. . -!‘,:iihg her
the gift HAD be oi-r.eceiv..1 bat .the
vit.. a little ate in writing lam thank-
open. ncte, and that she didn't ap
14-preeiam ug ..T5,1.101 -̀.4.4" to her mo-
ther for her tardiness.
For newly 21 yr.,:is I have won-
dered WHO s-mt me a pair of beau-
tiful null: glass va-ea if only the
sender would have called MY mo-
ther and asked if I had ever re-
ceived them, I would have been
orty too hapiw to think her pro-
f:eel:: The waft mere from Barker
13rotit-rs In Long Beech. California,
a - h card enclosed. I wrote to
r.,•nr; no 1.::d out who
Dear Abby . . .
Party Manners!
DEAR ABBY. I rent a from its
the horne of a very nice couple who
have three children between the
ages of 9 asxl 14. They treat me
like a member of the family.
1
A couple of months ago. I started
to notice that a few thans were
rirtintitng to disappear from my
room, Northing of ralue, ji.t>t a ire
candy bars. Last week 1 noticed
that some packages of cigarettes
were missing from the CO14011 I
be in my dressers:drawer, so I
mentioned it to the parents. They
got the children together and found
that the nine-yearcid boy was the
guilty cne. The father spanked hen
I very hard, took away his televinon
privileie, for two weeks and made
cruel to have made humiliation a sent it. They replied (I etill have
Part of the punishment. But don't I their letter). MOM, alley had no
feel responsible for their actions, record of the sentbie. I hiwe enjoy(
the vases all dune years and havesi
the faintest Mat who sent thern..1,
had many blinds in Long Bealll
at the Una. tut I'm sure I have one
km 110W, through no fault of on
own.
LEONE R. OF RIVERSIDE
• • 0
CONFIDENTIAL TO WANDA
IN NEWPORT: You had better
ten your friend exactly what to
bring for the holiday. To some
girls a "one-pieced bathing suit'
means a cap.
•• •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jetton of
ienix, Arizona, are visiting re
t:ves and friencb in Murray.
• • •
Mr. arid Mrs Dick Hell/ rt
Sprinyfield, Ill., and Mr. and Mr.
Jimei Carson of Melrose Park. 11'
v:: re called to Murray last weeken
the funeral of their grandmo-
ther, Mrs. Mariam White.
• • •
!.t.:•.s. C. C. Lowry of Murray has
oern named one of Use models for
the Pash.m sis.- s to be held at
the Paducah Junior College Audit-
on Thursday, September 3.3
'i • i
)
• • 1,1. i1110 ,/ •- — 
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Winning Combination!
.MwTistut TV • STEREO PHONOGRAPH • RA1)191
Ti,. IN A L r011E
DC 75
23. tev•••0
nu se. in. pat.'s
• PerformanOrPrOVed New • Solid Stale 24-watt peak
Vista Television
• Stud iomatic 4-speed
changer-diamond stylus
•Solid State fia-AIA radio
with FM Stereo
Most Powerful
SOLID STATE*
SMALL SCREEN TV
• Smart, lightweight Sportabout
On tripod stand
• Transistors won't burn out,.,
last longer than tubas
• Famous New Vista all-channel
performance
• 13,500-volt (design
New Vista chassis
TV and
STAND
*Ono lobo recrfl•r,
as)
$12995
power amplifier
$44995
IIIm•••1.••
••••••••a•G•
tyy
T1.• DAPPIL111
S.46•• AG oil
12. t.t4 (4•4411 AOC)
7455. 00. rictro4
Portable "Victrola" Phonograph
with Solid
State
Dependability
TAO TM 114004
VOril swwe
• SON Stele waiiikeeleelike
Instant -110111111111.." 0011
mention
• Sistiematie 4-arms1 disigr —
mama! glen
• Mks awl bee wirds cos-
wWwIlly es Arun bass
• NO UMW r Nagar
$4995
Exciting COLOR TV Value!
COMES 'A ITU
ROLLABOUT BASE
• New RCA HilrrE COLOR TUBE
• Super-powerful 25,000-volt
Chassis
• Ultra-sensitive VHF/UHF tuners
• RCA Automatic Color Purifier
• Easy, accurate color tuning
Prices Start at
$34995
Mod. F0-54511
[PET2f-WR1 2 "Showboat"Insulated Mugs Just for
looking and listening
New Solid State Cordless
Tape Recorder
weighs under 5 lbs.
atoms
Yost t NAM
• Wads' anshost r rid of
1144=sl1si. KzePti". $ 4 995
•Operatetsonsiers os few "C"
eel batteries
• Iwo rusedisitplaback speech:
3N its, is se
• Renato mini mach as macs
• Soad MN dyne imam;
24 awn peek power
• 6 speakers- two 15' tyal dact
awe (side mounted), two
etemestal bore; two 34'
bruins
'Ti,. MARATHON II
11/IG12
n.01M010•PKIT
.•
71,40 NORMA)
genii 1.4.•
8-Transister Radio
for on-the-go listening
'17.95
Solid State AM
Table Radio
'29.95
AM Clock Radio
with Automatic
"wale-to-m.3Jc"
'17.50
dliere Meta SOLID STATE Si EttE0 COMBINATION
Featuring exponential horns, side -mounted speakers
To• YNICIII1Tt
viliTs6 levies
• sew St4e fil-A5411
Stew bus
• Swims* isssid $31995
sipias
sassis-disserd
MANY MORE ROAVICTOR QUALITY-PLUS MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
eTRIEST1118151 NAVEIN ELECTRONICS WARD—ELKINS
erSIMINSIIMIr
-
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Warehouse, )ien-
Lon-
LESS. 11000
Tlus years Kentuctry 'llobsoco
Proican Pageant Amid prove to I
be the most martial and manias-
int one Yet A bevy a( talented and ,
attractive pre., representing Ken-
tacky bu-ley totooto marketing
centers. wil: compete for the Eirakte
cr.-ran and a KOS calker scholar-
1-lup shoal a being oven by the 1
B-riey Attotton Warehouse Lamm-
.atioo and the Burley feel Tabu- ;
co Dealers Amealehols
en:ered are Nom Jo Haat. 3S -
fled Tub*, Market. lcurel Faye
Jo.es. Gleam 'Tobacco darn at
True; oBarmy: Mt-
trian's pareboune, Bowl-
114 Ore4 joy Burk. travez-
11441ra
der ,on.
don Deanna
fitorta 814 1844Wer
Tobscas Covingessi:
Jars, Mira "Innen
Mutest; Kaye Moore. New are-
nietoi Ttemoto Werehome. Spring-
1.e.d. and. JaM Maw Mom Clates
1.4acco Kant at Trade. Don
Jean Bruce. IlopliMostie Tinamo
bos.rd of Trade.
co
U:on znerkets. dflste for the tlIge
en flettember * at Otte openiag
cleat of the Keetreedh agate reSf.
I tope that a hew crowd will be
ur. hand to chew these prate
reprimentenen at Ken-
:amyl Diener oar midi ern -
our.ey &Maces.
pr r( THE LED
GER & TIMES
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WHAT'S GOING ON
HERE
by
Wendell P. Butler
Corruni • s loner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Fraiskfect
offer waselhisig" le die 2110 at
fairgoers
the Dipartnient is ready to be-
gin another semon In its series of
Mahon& ry tle
Ma's On October 10 and , the
f al ourth annu Kentucky
dal cat stila:
iniern imam Show and gi.alle Ida
be beld at the Mete lesirgroneds M
laigang Brown Beim breellige
great eight states have comagned
soisous to the event As with
entered must kir me-
mos doom and Mee, saloon
dadies ant= ords n-
ine beteg
tregisiters Mummileilet breettors
gam nal caly bdarliellta stenek
through 12/16 outlet. ism she
portioned ITV $ add
•
hem
herds.
s • 1•WirraW1111
Kafigeefty 4-K mid MA mans
min beef praising *add be mak-
ing Mem lee embeeMs ane at the
dIstglet beef snag Mingling the
ionic pod el
AD aim sad Modem are Si
And. waling at ihe Zannelm
Mate Tem. I am ome that laitio.
MOS et Kmancimes hags
tam gime tar wens, Ma or
moire ding ism at dr Pete On
nor KdOlgo should be Mali Ind
beam, elm met. sad Or amid
anniarop &mit
ay S. V. Fey
The annual meeting at the Kew
hada Artlinclal Breeding Amens.
net bend iiLoubirdle bat
liburscley Approximately WO dairy
brows six! workers in dor dairy
lueloses sattaulad the sweldria. The
ging 'egoism MOM Malign piers
ego lasednig il en rasa am dist
poor and 114.100 be year The ser-
ene Os availenle In 0 murales in
ate stem Includera sil where diary-
kkr is • substantial dome at apt-
autture. The Groves CUM, ten
alesen. Manne Mean, wee
plead for ten year•s eincierst ear4ow.
eln non itr. Mon and Joe ann.
Imdmilden tor Puttookikinran Oc.
lay bat. mare earaetted min prima
dor oulanndaig =Nem ths on
yaw Aping the pen tante noads
armee Osman local bred 2.1011 one:
doe Pbaohilletonen local 2.1at emu;
LenClerade-Elnenti aod Mgr-
ihke-Oallosiey 2.7141
Dr D. it fievah. Head of Ike
May Degageorma at Si Dinar
raft of Maw d ey. pienest out Met
Kordasky was ensaing pompen
nagigg remaing Litt iiihr
smilmixed ne Inigicennte
et men Orgies= ertscida,1 be.
Mg nen* Mohleserc b treading only
MN at ihe daby com compared
nth ihe manes as a niche bientlim
• Ile Inn pennons
i Wier. Owennare; Oct
 4 - Pee-
i dIWIL Varga?: Oat-
 1 - Pacebbada
110/8/A/Cha IllaarrIlle; sat. Hee I
: - alue Oz. Lexington Carman
maleas vn11 be hold is pert at
ithe Perecirescrel. Orme aim. sodPirchase datilet sboes.A total at MIN stil be Oven be
prealitana and awards at the shoes
—
I .sea Wang inward to putt-
enognig in the arena! Jalinson
County Apple Mott mit Csolober 2
at Peinawille Inman Davi& Maor-
igone at Ws —4 celebnielon. mosas migling end entertamong dig1111M-bsen dams&
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
MEMPHIS and ST. LOUIS
TO and item
Murray, Beaton and Hazel
PASCHALL MIA LINES, INC.
urray  761-1717
• •
Me molds  525-1413
St. Lomb    CE I -2274
11011101011 amen' ist
Nors•slog bpdpent
ofilff FARM POOSIMON NEN
'CA Kbolo pm ions pow Iamata apeurs• ran
PlIORTAMILL Pbe. bormsilim malperisse. loselers.
ememonso sieowiel amil womy err tuns predwahas
moods ma be ammed web 11100410101 calm
sok I. tar Parator —old It COSS
PCA'S LOW, LOW SIMPLE EMU
RAN SAWS YOU MONEY
billeratt rapt 110 soot dolor he dee Pb repaid. Wm.
WC! WHEW illowed as your day aminaewillaa balsam
0,1 YOUR 104811117 COST le ihs SOW Og se 7 yew* le
pry as enm. type isama.
briny, See Your PCA PlItgr-ald sArr
•
Production Credit Assn.
307 N. 4th St. Phone 751-5602
Keys Keel - Of flee Manager
tic f.
in iDisattioky la Wow the tilliatlal
~Mt sid mho the number of oars
en oreamiami WOW Vis ankad_.
at die Mai far at *mem Illert
log peadvaldad awash. Kamiedry
ten WM at ems an UM idames ,
nalload memo is Wag
la Os Mate of Vilmorgin X CR
• Undo an Or In IhmeaucitY
arm. Utter inn 10001 Minds
at silk pie now arallany shereas
glop somme tor cows sat on Inet
WS rinds Thom em duns kinds
at nigentlon bedine; monety.
aligadold DMA. owner eisopter
D11110, sin Innen. In osindlies ot
thpPJwar.ono et these
pans avandis go oar cham
mon. Thaw ingrained In ratios
alarbIld noun Gannet noir Iona
Oman Agent.
A dolloWelon Men moot ot ate
Putnam Chunks attended the
roseling. Itime stamdlng vrere Jae
Han and Moons Planan. technic-
imom Thurnien Aerie and Dr. J. C.
Is.Minotors: W. R. Hoover.
Onion amity Agent • BM Dune
Pet &In Madman. and Forreat
Burchard. Bab EniCe slal J. FL
Itabeta. earvutea.Z u Houton.
Mad at the Dmartmeng of Agri-
, culbore ssurnir sate Code. and
Wrestler Amen 'y-
mt. presided at the mama* He
has aimed es Mate prodding of Me
Plan nallininn tor Me past free
7/140s.
The program * admidulal to ma
all am, and MX feature apple
Mater casking. cider pressing. I:ugh-
Milliod by dray at bands and
pdtalc A new Apple Festival Queen
will be crowned to add a muds of
beam/ to the festives
Joheins County ta me of gat
thae elan grown* arms M nth-
halm Imp lam Wee been kaolin
gar production of tasty fruit. lb.
Bret ocearaerool orchard ui John-
son Oadoey we starteel in MS by
Ike Ma Ited C Van HAMM Ac-
cording to reports. many at Mew
original trees ore stall losolthy and
bearing trek
These annern Kaitucky orchard-
men pioneered many procures
which haw become standard mos-
fame An omen mole& The pro-
gramme leadership sod foremen
dessonstreeed by theme sorb Mad-
ero has played • major role in
the moms at the .pie Inekatry
in Mot ma
I hope hundreds of Kentudnens
will Min me and be on bend for
IbeIsatistUmIs Pelninvilie, Octo-
ber 2. Remember, that 11 the an-
nual -Johnson County Apple Pes-
tivaL-
Oginker 4 will mut tise first of
10 distalot Miry conferences being
oplandeid by Ilse Amoriaan Dow7
Annoistion at iLeatucky The De-
Planning of Anictintire a mop-
: egging le theme meetings. along
with U K logonsion Service, the
Salthisks Artlhalal Ilreatbna At-
aladalIon. and the Kmairity "arm
Ihireaa
en October 4 ineeteng wig be
mad at New Cadge in the Pro-
uticUan (..dedit Amociatton baud -
taa Wine dnes sad IntetIonswill
be Oat $ - Taykkertge. Member
of Oommeree ottice. Oct. II -
Igeotinville. geslaarille Itionetatisry
Miami. Oa 7 --LeitalktieW Wo-
man' club. Oct II 01111111horo.
Courthouse. Oist S -
I Courthouse, Oct 11 - atatikail.
Ustessey Restaurant. Oct. 12 -
8003ataat BMOC building. Od. 13
- Ceramic Intraineas
and. Oct 14 - Moreasod. Henn
Omter
Baal at the.. meetings wig fea-
ture /sports on whom topics ger-
Mal, to toclare dairy industry
Aims glin the program will be the
slastee at ADA directors bad the
of nano& dairy prin-
Mesa P1111117 et osst7 cbeiryre-
v/Ill be served at each
medita.
Another important dairy meet,
ha; sill be held Ootobes I id 2
al the 7 Oetille Waal and Anartr-
ant at Burnside nits will be the
SAWS' CODIallatra• at the CitarS1
and rearm Kentucky Manufact-
uring MIK Sopromaient Amocts-
none Tbe program 11411 begin Fr- -
day evening with reitiaration and
'Oeteriegnetillik
Ike twin WI feature s break-
toikowed by bumble. alagana.
The event will conclude with •
lunalaral, and all dairymen in
in the production of [min-
i utamuring mid should attesxl,
— 
—.......7amsrawswerxemsme—,
767wiwfdreemammosslafigNIS
•
•
•
•
•
Young or old - today's oommun-
py needs your nap! Through your
AMERICAN RED CROW you can
find personal Y.A).r....-,‘on and a
feeling of great twoomplkeachcat as
a ‘oluntere worker But most im-
potent is what iou can do to help
others. A mantra dim for GRAY
LADIWS will start asion. For fur-
ther information Oak 753-1421.
WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 29, 1965
"THE BEST In MOD and SERVIrrr-
Open 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. - Seven Days
HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
WE CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES
Golden Pond - - - 914-56119
te.
Make your lighting do double duty
Lighting can do more for your bane than provide
light for seeing. It can add beauty and charm far
gracious living. Modern lighting brings out color and
texture of furnishings, reflects the beauty d your
home. Your rooms take-on a new etrousgtilsre, look
bigger and more attractive.
Good lighting transforms faded, dull-looking roams
kW charming. inviting Dims to list. play cc wad.
Now is the time to check the lamps and lighting
fixtures in your home to see if they do double duty.
For help in planning for home lighting that per-
forms well for both seeing and decorating, see us.
This belp is yours, fres for the asking.
Staving you.
with LOW-COST olodricity.
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Let
yourself
Plymouth '66
TheN're here Thursdas.! Come
see all the new '66 Plymouths
int luding the totally ncv%,
ek-gant Plymouth VIP. And a
brand-new line of beautiful
Ply mouth Behrderes
Featuring the slcek,hjgh-
performance Satellite.
"Something for eseryune...
at your Plymouth Dealer's!
See Plyinnoth in action OP
thrViorld
'4(iA football, it I Inn41,111 11
1/" 11,16 nnpe %at - I
enRYst_cpNONNI (101PrPa
303 South 4th Street
Hot new Plymouth Satellite-.
spirited leader of the
Belvedere line.
Ms mouth Vatiant.
' ar that many let% 'nu In.
within your budge
Totally new Plymouth VIP.
A new high in luxury-well
within your reach.
114)1d Ply-mouth Fury...
a great big beauty
III a great big hut?).
last new ‘ersion of the car
that got America thinking fastback-.
PI) nun it I) Barra( uda.
Taylor Motors inc.
Let.yoursell go... Plymouth
11P II ST 111.1.111/1111 %Ill,
Murray, Ky.
- .•••••11IMPIRIMM.1=
KA*
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• WEDNESDAY -- SEPTEMBER 29, 1905
•
NOTICE
In actiordance wlth Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 26.196 and 26.230:
Notice is hereby given Met a report
a Peen settlement cd accounts wee
ce Sept 21, 1966 filed by Sam Rytial,
aifil Vs Martha Aun Mike, In-
cempt., end thin the mom has been
approved by the Oalloway Gana)
Gount and ordered filed to he over
• fur exceptions Any paeans dem-
ote to file any exception thereto
will do du on or before Got 26th.,
1965 or ue foteva mere&
Witness my hand this 37th day
of Sept. 1.966..
By D W. SHOEMAKER,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
BY. Dewey Ragedak • D
1TP
• 
• _ _
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes Sections 26.196 Lod 26200:
Notice a hereby Own that • report
of Pined fratillienint et accounts was
on kept._21. 19115 flied by Vinunisi
Gibbs, Adeline Vs Mary-Dove Jamee.
Dec'd, and that. the mane Ina been
approved by Me Co110Way County
Court and ordered filed to Ile over
for exceptions. Any penion deer-
* * ing to Ste any exception Sento
will do tou oil or tedore CA. 250h,
1966 Of be forever boned.
Wiliam my hand SUB 71th day
of Sept. Ism.
By D. W. SHOIEMAEDIR.
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
BY. Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1121
• *
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
NOTICE
„In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes. Sem-lone 26.196 and 25.200:
Notice Is hereby given that a report
of Penal settlement of accounts was
on Sept Z7 1905 filed by Fred Pee-
°hall, Adminietraitor'irs Mary Jane
Paschall. Deed and that the male
heis been approved by the (-
Cantry Court and ceckted flint
to be over for exceptions. Ary par-
son desiring to file any exeeption
thereto will do so on ur baker
Octooer 25111, 1965, or be runaway
tmarreCt,
WILMS% ory hand this Zith day
of Sen. 1906.
By U. W. 811436MAIL1121.
Couoty Court CUM,
Oalioway County, Ky.
BY. Deeey Regstiele„ D C
1TP
NOTICE
le .inuirdanee witil Kentucky
Statutte, &Aims 25.196 and 25 300
t.utioe to hereby given that a report
A Fame settlement of ISCAXILMIA Wila
co Sept 27th, 1966 flied by Corrine
Warner Exasgeti Vs Dr Genies
Gordon Kanter, Dad and Met bre
asom has bow approved re Me
Clailoveto County Coda and (gdered
Neil to be over far eleseptio.a any
patina deskr.og to ale eny eneipaon
obernto sill do e3 es Mere
Oat, Mb. UM or be torefeer beim&
Witness nay limed this SIM
of Beam MO.
nyU. W 6.110EMAXIIE,
County Court COME.
Oelltgray amass. EY.
BY: Dewey Eagplids, D C
II P
TN % LEIDGIR I TIDIES - IEUIRRAY, KENTUCKY
NOTICE
In accordance with Eentilety
Statutes SeCtitgas 26.196 and 26.200:
Notice le hereby given that a report
of Phial settlement of anoxia* *ea
on Sept 27th. 1965 feed by Morella
• Arimmettraux of the Ebtatie
of Carl B Kunnas Deed, and that
the same has been approved by the
Cisunty Court and ordesed
fete w lie over fur exceptione
"/T COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SAFE"
ROSE's WHEEL ALIGNMENT
New Location, Olive at 3rd, Phone 153-1351
Check your Wheels for Safety and Tire Wear
MUFFLERS - SHOCKS - BRAKES - TIRES
minion desiring to Sie any exception
thereto will do eo on or belore Oc:
ober Nitta 1966 or be forever earns]
Wieners my hand thin llth iy
of likea 1905
By D W. SHOEM-AKER,
County Court elect,
Galloway County, Ky.
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP
NOTICE
In maimed°, IAN Kentucky
StaMtee, Saloons 26.1110 and 25.100.
Notice s hereby gi.tn that redOrt
of Final sec:Idiotic ot ttife
en &leo 37th. 1066 filed by Door
1.1u Kench.:1 Perry, Esecutall Vs
R. a Keniall, Duc'd, and the the
z.irtile has' • Weal approved by the
Lahousy County Court end order.
ed filed to Se ova tor exceptions
Any r,,,,racin desiring to file any ex-
Lennon thereto will do so on or be-
:ore O*.. 25th, 1905 or be forever
barred
Wisest, my halal thie 77th day
By D. W. SliOEMA.K.Llt,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway COunty, Ky.
BY: Dewey Ragadele, D C
1TP
of Se. 1965.
Sasekey Soy,:
mtge$
PLEAS15--be earetel wilb
ALL Iree bebe.Imedi
A"1 W.R. Burneft's Stirring Novel
The win. iii xxig
lagireft
Publisbed by arrangement with Scutt Nei edith Literary Agency. Copyr
ight
di no by Bantam Books. Loc. Distributed by King Featu
res nrodirma.
WnAT MAC rrrrr Nap
Si. spunk) a og• 12crenter
Ildirabeita and a none iarm nave
Co'ra Ilayosrry* (Wwse.
Is are aftw the norrors ot civil gear
and death et ou oedoved tra•
Mirsbelle scrempasiod nun to late
iasid a golgiotrioustf Dew Mood feir the
bred& sad Ow
with rosy father to take
beck to Kentucky a Wage own
eta lies tbey new as • ritto-albaL It.
Mcitey ryes ra• • courageous race
after setae estraped MUM& and
aniseed astomid Set this logitrerated
rinsatta difficuittes or Aumoila
Mount Nicer, he. • ebbe,. WOO
went Late debt deeper by blotting
to•rity -0 els
Aumotue Wasted to mire nts beat
berm, sad sought to discourage of
fere from Mayhem trituars. t
etallisaunAi=gemaiemag
no Mayberry sense ee
anse us ase to appease
iwo mate ware waste, ese-
oort .sa a Inegery West sise Usa.
eke Watt went to es parted Iran
Memo rine els irot Marten, to
swept is • realities that • grease
Kelly take the Mese be Asasteas-
ltellr' a Augustus sosi.gtaanirs.
,rnbrhnoween es the
CRAMER 9
Tact pameet and Coo Mourn
I grew more and more bored
and bonny. The memo bad
started in London, and, accord-
ing to one Of in groorna, leMO
nad heard it from one of Lord
Baacomb's servant., the Mity-
Derry. had become "metal ben-
terthea"
Con curial them quietly
somettmes at night when be
was unable to sleep. Such per-
versity! To pay twenty thous-
and pounds for a horse and
then let tem stay In the Melina
when they should be thinking
of nothing but getttng him eate-
n to als new home And ne'd
heard people say that the Mall
were crazy!
But Con was doing General
Mayberry an in justice. The
General by now was anxious to
Nee in. big black stallion to
America, He WSJ getting tired
of London, but his daughter was
having such a good time that
he didn't have the heart to M-
ast
His only reservation was that
be didn't want to end up with
an English son-in-law some
day. Mira showed no signs of
becoming emotionally involved.
as she raced from party to par-
ty. and from art gallery to
theater, and from aftenloon re-
citals to the opera. She's hay-
ing the time of her lite, poor
girl, the Genend mused "sop-
ping up' culture, alter solitary
years of backgammon, nornea
and horseman, and talk et noth-
ing nut seortm and war. She'd
fled to pow up hue. too Net,
if ter ow Met her 6106. But UN
General had been 000 too glad
to let her heals 'be boueehokl.
And yet In 11 sty. all this ir-
ritated 11.031. tea She had been
so anxious to acquir,s Weida
Free. and neve.09 4nm so
much se il4a20.d him mania
One mpg at Mann he point-
ed out. "Ten 11W11101't seen the
rilack stallion for days Shell I
veil him in England and take
my loser
"Father?" cried Mlni, In an
outrage° voice. and glowering.
•It seems to me yOU ve lost
interest."
There was • brief gannet,
than Wire said: "It • not Mick-
ey i joie don't tic comfort-
able around Kelly. He Lisa spoil-
ed everything."
The General slapped hie palm
hard oa the table, out remem-
bering Ube seen* he'd made in
the dining room sometime MICK,
he compressed ma ups grimly
and managed to say nothing
At that moment Hawks am-
bled in, Moe blank. nis
prominent blue eyes alive and
ming. Mire lard nothing until
he'd gone. "Father. Ws nitro
toe you to um:amend: you're
• man and you are definitely
not sensitive."
"Ttuenks for the compliment,"
said the General. "No, I am not
sensitive."
"It's only • Mang on my
part," Mfrs went on. "An tn-
stinctive feeling."
"WeLl, well, what le T"
mapped the General, trying to
keep his temper.
n feel that Kelly owns Mick-
ey Tree, not ra. I feel Like an
interloper when we go mit to
Lord Beacomb'a."
"Now, Mira!"
"Did you ever notice how
Mickey watches every move
Kelly makes?"
"Ran is his groom, with him
all the time Kelly looks after
him. What is so strange about
that
"It is not the same as groom
and horse It is net the same at
&IL Mickey doea not know we
are about"
"Give him time Besides, as a
matter of fact, we aren't about
much. We naven't been to Use
stable in ten days Mira, listen
to me. this is all foolishness.
And not weed I expect of vou
at all It sounds like tome of
Nina Wardlow • vaporing*. Stop
thinking up romantic excuses.
The plain tact of the Matte? is,
you can't steno Kelly fey •
reams that escapes me, and
you'd like to re rid ot aim?
"I don t thine it is that at
all. Why mouio I dislike Kelly!
I've hardly exchanged a word
with Film. It's only a strange
feeling
"Oh, strange feelings - the
Curse of women Let's get Dace
borne. I thine you've had too
much of London."
"Perhaps," murmured Mira,
dou bit u I ly
"At least let's to to the
statatte occasionally and get ao-
quatnted with • Norge that coat
me nearly a hundred thousand
donara."
But out at the blue, the May-
berry. decided to go home. The
fogs were beginning M London.
One night the General took •
hempeal from a club sod the
driver got irott. For hours they
wandered about blindly through
• tog which ISO Us. earns look
of rooster yellow moms.
The General had cad enough.
So. apparently, lad attracielie.
because .he madeno objection*.
• • •
CON MOUNT was ea
copied with getting inewey
rree a board and being NUM that
he was correctly settled that is.
paid Little attention to the tow-
ering steamship, the gray tree-
tng waters, the clouds of mill;
or the stiff. chill, salty wind.
But sow that the loading was
done and Mickey cairn in cue
stall and waterloo over oy a
oompetent-iooeing tittie Scots-
man an employee of Me one.
Con thought: "Now I know now
a condemned man feels when ne
is eating his mat mam-
as tried not to take any note
a what wee pins an all exound
atm but beta., ale eye. the *a-
unty went as and be astfill sear
boater wahines, UM eareanung
at Innen" the abouting of
orders, the rumble of drays a-
ims the quay, all the wild lit
somehow orgarined disorder ot
• great ship getting ready to
slip moorings by dawn, and
over It all came die endless,
parrotlike shrieking of the
gulls.
It would be • long night to
the anchored boat. "But the
neat one will be conger I'm
sure," be told himself, shud-
dering slighliy.
Thick gray clouds were rac-
ing in from Um ma, darkening
the already gray and wavy af-
ternoon. A strong wind snapped
man, flags SAC awnings: warait____-
ran fast and nigh toward shoals
blackish gray, and topped oy
white manes of roam World's
End-that's what it was
Con only ball slept that night .
In rtia bard bunk goo Mickey.
sot& The big liner seemed to
breathe all about nim oUld net
heard hinging Steam, distant
tinkling of belle. and beyond.
the bass moaning of the
Whistles of other ships. A fog
came in halfway through the
Mem_
Not aware of this, Con rose,
looked out a porthole, saw noth-
ing at all except blackness
reminiscent ot • beans wall,
and started beck in tear But ne
heard the uneasy Washing of
water, fat a stiglit movement
D' the boat, and oaten n* booked
again a vague light moved peat
slowly and Coe got a glimpse
of the fog, heavy, white, artioat
Cursing, he pulled on We
pants and went to take I look
at Mickey. ree big stallion was
sleeping peacefully on ha teat,
his legs well braced.
-Kanter than i am." grunted
Con, aa be went back to Ms
bunk.
(To Be Coefooted Tomorrow/
ituimed by amuurement with Boon Meretink 
t.iterary Agency Copyright e 1961, 0^ Bantam Boolia. uye.
New V I P Is Top Of 1966 Plymouth Line
A new luxury type four-dour hardtop
called the VI P is introduced by Plymouth
in its line of cars for 1966. Designed for
those who ask the finest in equipnient and
interior appointments in a standard size
automobile with distindlive exterior trim
and identification, the 'V I P has the same
119-inch wheelbase and length of 209.8
inches as other standard size Plymouth
cars. Exterior appearance features, exclu-
sive to the V I P, are body side moldings
with wood-grain inserts, a new charcoal
General Moves
To Command
XX Army Corps
metallic paint, and chromed VIP name-
plates on the grille, lower deck panels and
C-pillars. The new model is also available
with standard Plymouth exterior colors.
Interior features include recessed pull-
down center arm rests for both front and
rear seats, special door closing pull
handles, and reading lamps in the rear.
Interior trim colors of the V IP are black,
red or blue. Fender skirts, wheel covers
and hood-mounted turn indicators are
standard. A vinyl covered roof is optional.
Malty. Austria. Japan. ICorea. and
Thailand. In adelitem to emignments
at numerous pone in the United
Staten He comas stelen6 II* (boars-
liken the Legion of Merit. Browse
Mar with Oak Leaf Mater mod
✓ Device Exalted Order of White
PORT HA Y. Cokimbue, Otien.
September 28 1966 - Major General
Henry K Benson Jr. has earkeisd
cerninami of XX US Army Corps.
Fort Nevem Getman, Ohio USaI
last wasignment wags with the
Infantry Lhoseon at Port Lewitt,
Wiasrungttei
A veteran of 29 ream of main
serviee, Maier General Benson delle
seetioned El Flonoluku at the Ildie
of the JepaneetLeperch on Perri
Harbor Later 113 World War II
General Benson wad In the Euro.
peon neater 01 Operateone w.th
Use 139th end KM Intaretry Diviners.
The beer unit Is now part of XX
US Agin) ramps. Which he coin
mends
: Mayor General Herron to a 1906
graduate at she Unwed Stares Mita
Lary Academy, and has oleo Musi-xl-
en the isitanary flonool. the Cern-
mond and General Staff School, the
Aimed Porten Staff College, and
tee National War Gallege.
During hb noisier career. Major
General Beeman tee served in Ger-
Thepluitit Thailand Mete
I t
=OEN
thatutshed Service Medal with Sel
ver Star (Rona/ and the Comae
Infantry Badge, in undition to 9
service nadels.
The XX IX Arno' Corps ere
peseta Arm Ramitrwe wit activities
In lids Ohio, Kentucky, and Wait
Db. virdirds num
PAGE ELEVEN
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Answer to T•sterday's Puxxi•
ACROSS
1-IE•wob,on
11.Lock of
hair
11-Trad•r
12. Forms
14-Latin
conjunction
16-Sly look
17-Nlan'•
nicknanm
111 P ix•
pronoun
20 Peels
23 Sunburn
24 Soaks up
26- Bracing
medicine
23.Preposition
29 Group of
three
31-Went by
automobile
$3.LiIep of
earth
IS Withered
II 'Oiled
116 Extra
42 Note of
scale
43 Bow to
sec sty
45.QuarrM
46 Giri'• name
48. Vapor
60.Tr•na-
greasier,
indennite
amount
63•Bound
16•A contin•nt
(abbr.)
Sal',ly
body
be 0)01.1re
41 Sublect of
discourse
sz_Soorit•ci
norm
DOWN
1-On• who
wagers
2. Not• of
scam
a•nliph
mountain
4, (sub
1%eh6. 
6- Tionals
•treagth
l•bbr.)
/-Symbol tor
rhodium
11 Consume
9• Blemish
10 Lawmaking
body
11•On• alto
believes 1h •
SOB-Soria( God
12. Church
council
141,14(ph.school
dance
19 Condim•nt
21-Man's rams
22 Locations
tb•Dinner
Course
27•Body of
sold' sea
tO-Portions of
.flogicin•
82- Harvests
34-Amount
owed
till.Ernbrece
17-Uprieing
ga.Plects for
two
So MMOM
EMMO ONIMMGM
30 1iAlr09P09O mu
OMB MINDO
Omme =OW 303
11101211114 EiGala 1511
MUM 0003
BO 90ME ammo
mom !Imo oomm
1515
omma 3032. 33
0111 30933317/
OMMOM EIMUOMB
3n3O9 NW OW3
.0.Pour•d
41-Small stoves
44. Caudal ap-
pandas..
47-Oriental
nurse
49. Flesh
62-Compass
ociint
54 -17=
eyesnimit
57. Printer'snna
5i'Cyn,kol for
article
1',2 3 4
5  • 7 0 -0 10
1 1 46:12 ';.%
1
Ili -
,,
19- :'T. A20 -
16
-
:Or::$
ir1727M23
17
,:!
r
-
29 at31 a
t......!..s.,..a4111137
42
ilail
Nors
a 64:•:
MC.
AS
46 47 5441,111 49
se
oi
aii 
:•:, .31:.:.,..UUURiIUIUI6
-small als„
•i' a
tr. by ln,ted Teatuir lyisdltat.. inc. Z9
BE-50c-5THAT, IT ILWKitIF •
A lotira,IT WAS/4/110W
5446ut.n cattpuw, ,
I DON'T EVEN MI
A "THUMB !
BEY! fellt5 IMLLE, YAWN edam! Icx I in.sw
MPS MKT
SOLI OF
DEAM!
OH,
4ANK
ALL RIGHT!!-
ON WI F YORE LI'L 
)7 
"RENT-A-KIGNIY"
SERVICE!'
1̀1 v • • •.
NOW WAite4 THE EFFECT OF MY
PULSE-QUICKENING TASMINE
SCENT ON THESE TWO.
NOTE HOW MARC
ANTONY'S STEP
FALTE-RS--AS MUSH
HE IS TOO WEAK
WITH LOVE TO CON-
TROL HIS LIMBS-
vi4Ne?
maim
-
IT'S MY TURN
TO STAY HOME
AND BE TALKED
  ABOUT  
••••••••••
041.4...mamemmaloraallib-Mnirwilm.v.
e
, • •
41.
PAOE TwFirt fed ILKDOER 11 — re•".•T, MICATOOST
••••=•Mffin
WEDNESDAY -- SEPTEMBER 29, 1965
1966 AUTO S
* 1966 IMPERIAL -Crown 4-Door Hardtop
1966 PLYMOUTH - Belvedere-Satellite
1966 Pl.\ MOUTII - Valiant V-200 4-Dr. Sedan
1966 CHRYSLER - 300 2-Door Hardtop
••••••Mr
1966 PLYMOUTH - Sport Fury 2-Dr. Hardtop
1966 PLYMOUTH - Barracuda
Above are just a few. of the New Chrysler, Plymouth and Valiant line. Come on out and see the rest of the models! All carry Chrysler Corporation's 5-Year or
50,000 mile warranty. Come on out and look 'ern over, you'll be glad you did!
Auto Show September 30th. 1965-8 A. M. Until 9 P. M. Thursday
AT -
TAY OR 111 0 0 It S
5th and POPLAR STREETS MURRAY, KENTUCKY 5th and POPLAR STREETS
•
•
•
•
•
